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This project was developed under a sub-
contract:fol. the Oregon DRpartment of °

Education by Lane CommunitY
Community Education Division, Eugene,
°Oregon. Fields were provided by the
Governor of Oregon frowthe Education-
,l Linkages Componeht'of the CETA
Governor's' Grant.

STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE,
It is thb.policy of the Oregon Department of Education that no
person be 'subjected fodiscrimination on the basis of rice.
national origin,-religiOitiex. age. handiCap-br marital status in
any program;,servicerpr activity Jor.which the Oregon Depart.'
ment of EducatiOn'is responsible. The Department wilt comply
with the requirernentt of state and federellaw concerning non-,

rimidation and will strive by,i ts actions to:enhanc.e the dignity
and 'worth of all persons.:
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INTRODUCTION TO PRE- APPRENTICESHIP,

DESCRIPTION DF APPRENTICESHIP

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship identifies a Oprenticeable occupation

as a skilled occupation that requires a minimum of one year of 2000 hours On-

the-job training. This On-the-job training and related educational training

is the apprenticedble period. '

, VIEWPOINTS ABOUT PRE -APPRENTICESHIP
,

%

Pre-apprenticeshlp is viewed in many different ways by craftpersons, apprentice-

ship committees, educators and the general public.

COncerns about'pre7apprenticeOlp include the betilef that the pre-apprenticeship

training wilt flood the market with applicants for apprenticeship or that .

.these trainees will go to.work in the occupation as partly trained workers.or

that pre-apprenticeship would be considered a guarantee of entry into appren-

ticeship. Thbse conflicting viewpoints create problems for persons interested-

in apprenticeship training and.make it difficult to operate pre- apprenticeship

.training programs.

NEED. FiR PRE-'APPRENTICESHLO-

) . .

Pre - apprenticeship provides three benefits: .

1. Provides a screening device to determine motivation, intereit,.

manipulative) aptitude and.ability of persons torlearn the skills'

.

,t1

. of the occupation.

2. Provides the individual with survival'skills for\ handling.pei-sonal

problems and interpersonal relations 4n the 'job/that may include.

abuse and sexual harrassment. - , .

,,

, 3. Provides,entry'level skills to help make the apprentice productiie

from the first day on the job.. Thehtgher entry level skills of

the apprentice provides an incentive for the employer to hire
2,

apprentices. -
...

,
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PRE-APPRENTICESHIP HELPS PEOPLE

To select a skilled occupation.

To:identify the educational requirementS of an occupation.

To.experience the hands-on skills of an occtpation!

To develop good .work' habits.

* Good Sob attendance

* Punctuality -

* Dependability

. .* Time management

To develop good attitudes.
A

* Concern for the job

* Initiative

-* Interest
. .

* Healthy, cooperative working relations with fellow employees.

a

TRAINING LEVELS FOR PRE-APPRENTICESHIP
.

c 1
Pre-apprentic ship training can ;be separated into three phases or stages of

training. *-These are:-
,

PHASE 1

:Provides the trainee with-an opportunity to explore several occupations_ This

! ',orientation to the electrical trade includes training in trade terminology,

.,-+ "- "`blueprint reading, tool.usage, first aid and safety-practices. This familiar-

7
-

ization training includes-hands-on experience in some of the basic skill areas

together with information about the advantages and requireents of electrical

work.. The choice'of an occupation to "train for in Phase 2 of 'pre-apprenticeship
e

will be,based on these experiences. If the trainee decides not 'to pursue this

occupation any,further,, the training received to this point will be useful in

every day, life._

Phase riptludes diagnbs.tic tests to determine if reading or mathematical.

deficiencies exist that would handicap a person in the electrical trade,
n '

Remediaf Work will be:provided to correct these deficiencies.
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1111 Success on the job is directly related to job attitudes, work habits, and the

individual survival and doping skills. Traini g will begin on helping each
P g

individual att",full potential in these personal skills.

Interpersonal skills will be develbped which include:

* Communication skills
. .

- paraphrasing, perception checks, non-verbal Communication

- communicating with superiors

*e.Personal effectiveness .

- problem solving, family relationships, sexual harrassment and

pestering on:the job.

* Interview techniques

apprenticeship committee interview procedure

PHASE 2

Thistraining.begihs the serious ?reparation for an occupation. Ihe'teaining. related-tp job attitudesi work habits and individual survival and coping

skilisiwill be continued from Phase 1 wit/ more emphasis on the relationship

to the,job.

Manipulative skills will be de-Veloped by the completion of a series of projects

involving basic trade-skills which have A carryover"6enefit to persons outside

of the occupation. -At,least 3/4 of,the training wtT1 consist of hands-on

experiences. This,instructidn should be conducted-6y a skilled craftsperson

from t4e trade or occupation' who has the necessary teaching skills.

;

The.joint apprenticeship committee for the occupation will be invited to

observe the progress oftrainees during Phase 2 and to'.evaluate the ential

ofdr trainees for entry into apprenticeship. The participationof the appra-

priate joint apprenticeship committee is essential to the success of a pre-

apprenticeship prograM, This community involvement insures that the training

is relevant'to the occupationandsmeets ihdustry training standards.
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At the completidn of Phase 2 the trainee will have enough experience wjth,the

Occupationto decide whether to continue with the training into Phase 3.' The `

joint appretiticeship coymittee will have knowledge of the quality of the ,

training program and-will begin a position to judge the qualifications of the

students for entry .into the apprenticeship training program.

PHASE 3

'Training is.concentrated on improvement of manipulativeskills so that the
trainee will be a productive employee the first day onthe job. This'training
can be either industry conducted specielited

training, secondary, school voca=

tional programs or community Gpllege preparatory courses specifically related
to the occupation. Trainees Can also participate in co-op work experience

Involving hands -on training at tile secondary or community college leVel.

Hands-on training is considered essential fbr an effeCtive pretraining pro-
.

410

The Phase 3 training period provides the trainee with an opportunity to search
for anemployer willing to take an apprentice. 'Frequently the employer pro-.

Viding co -op work experiegce trainilig`wifi h-fte he trainee*;as a regular
employee:

It is possiblethat,some employers Will hire the trainee without further.
training. Some of these employers train specifically for their own needs. in

the process, job descriptions have become highly diluted. Instead of.produc-
.

ing journeymen possessing a wide range of skills, companies have settled for
specialists trained to perform the specific tasks needed in certain narrow
operations. While this may be adequate,to meet the special needs of an indus-
try, it certainly will not meet the training and manpower needs of the nation-

-in'thefuture...

. e
Apprenticeship provides a broad bSse of training by giving the apprentice a
wide range of skilisf'which insures continuous employment. Workers least
vulnerable tp unemploymint are those.with the highest and broadest skills and
'best training. The traineeshould make every effort tb enter an apprentice-
zhip training program designed to-provide training in all skills required

0 I
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in the trade or go to work for an employer who will provide broad based .-
. .

training.
N

E h,trainee will choose a joint appremOcehip committee meeting to attend ,'

during Phase 3 training. This will provide an opportunity for the traidlee to

become acquainted with members of the joint-apprenticeship committee and to
- ,

see how the committee functions.

PHASE 4 EMPLOYMENT. AS AN APPRENTICE

Trainee.entert apprenticeship training on a direct referral basis under

agreemefit with the appropriate joint apprentice committee which permits persons

trained in programs financed with federal ?Unds to enter apprenticeship on -
direct referral: Direct referral eliminates several of the procedures in the

selection process and makes entry into apprenticeship less cumbersom.

Not all joint apprenticeship committees use the direct referral system. This

is the reason why, sponsors-of pre-apprenticeship training should directly

involve joint apprenticeship committees imthe.operation .of their programs.

This provideScommittees with an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of

pre-apprenticeship.

.

The federal Job Corps ProgramS' enjoy direct referral placement in apprentice-
_

ship for their graduates. The JOIN Corps operates .an,fdeal pre- apprenticeship

program. Proposed sponsors" of pre-apprenticeship training are advised to

visit the nearest Job Corps Center to see, how the .programs' operate.

The Job Corps Center5 in 'Oregon are located at: :

ngel Job Corps'
StA.ti Route North

YachatS, OR 9.7498
547-3137

44 4

4

Timber Lake Job Corps
Star Route Box 109.
Estacada,'OR 97023

834-2291

V
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Wolf Creek Conservation Center
Little River Route
Glide, OR 97,443 .

496-3507

1

Tongue Point Job Cor:ps
Astoria, OR 97103'

325 -2131

Jb'lorps Centers in Oregon Offer Training in these apprenticeable occupations:

Carpentry Plastering 'Automotive
Cement Ma Painting
&rick. Layring Till Skting

t

NO.

I
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RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING PRE-APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING
,

ADMINISTRATION

Pre-apprenticeship training can b conducted by various sponsors. These

secondary schools% community toll ges, unions, employer associations, labor/man- '

agement training trusts and private groups such

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

c

Use of broad-based community advisory committees is mandatory for pre-apprenttce-

ship programs conducted by secondary schools and commun/ty colleges. Pre-apprentice-
.

ship needs the support and recognition of the community in Order to be successful.
. .

The advisory coMmittee should have representatives from these groups:

School administration -high school principal

- board members .

- vocationa) director

-co -op 'work experience

-T & I instructors

Community -school'graduate in trade

,--member of joint apprenticeship Committee

'- employer member of trade

3 -employee member of trade

- union business agent

- industry training coordinator

- representative of financial community
. Vie

' -representative of press '

Government personnel -ESD regional yocationalcoordinator.
,

-Oregon Division of Apprenticeship field representative

-Federal Bureau 'of Apprenticeship representative
.

v -State Dept. of Education spetialist

9 4

9



0 FINANCING

1

Vocational training programs generally cost more than academic programs because

the student/teacher ratio is smaller, consumable supplies are required; and

expensive equipment is needed. Resources to finance pre-apprenticeship training

are available from a number of sources. These include:

Vocational rehabilitatiamr' -tuition fees

Federal funds for immigrants -Asian

f -Cuban

-Spanish American

Special.grants -U.S. Dept. of Labor

A U:S. Dept., of Education

CETA

Industry

State Dept. OfEducation'

s

Economic Development Administration .

Secondary school funding. -basic 'school grant from federal funds

Community college funding -basic'state funding

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

The type of sponsor fof pre-apprenticeship training will determine the time-
,

block used far the, program. If training is started at the 9th grade level, a .

two -hour training period will generally be used. A half-day training period should
I

be used for an accelerated program.at the secondary level covering two years.

Community college programs. can be either half-day or full-day Obgrams. Private 4

sponsors generally will operate on-a full-day basis.

instrdctors for the trade specific training should be qualified craft workers.

These may beemployedon a part-time basis, or full -time, serving several programs.

The necessity for skilled workersto teach the trade specific items of the program

1.
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All MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS

.

r

Legislation; community support and political considerations wiil.all'have an:
,effect on pre-apprentioeship,training. 'Activities related to these concerns

'include:

Workshops and-technical assistance -Staie.Dept,.oftducation

Publicity notices

c

o
4 .\

- public service

-newspaper

-radio
,

-translation to-Asian/Spanish American

Civil rights 41 effect of civil rights compliance

Transfer of learning -benefits of vocational traijing to other

occupational endeavors

it
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Blueprint Reading

8.1 Scaling and Dimensioning
8.2 Sketchirig-,

8.3 . Drawing Types and Views ,

9.0 Equipment

9.1 Equipment

10.0. Welding Processes

10.1 Weld Joint's

10.2 Puddle Without Rod ..

10.3 Puddle With Rod
10.4 Fotrehand and`-Backhand
10.5 Weld Corner Weld Without Rod
10.6 Butt Wdld Flat Position
119.7 Flange Weld
10.8 Lap Joint,Fillet Weld
10.9 "T" Joint'

10.10. Electric Arc Welding
10.11, Selecting Current
10.12 SeleCting Electrode i/

10.13' 'Striking an Arc

'10.14":- Running Bead Using Arc Welder
'10.15 Flat Position Arc Welding
10.16 Flat.$utt Vee Weld
10.17 ,Ommon tauseS-Of Weldingproblems
10.18 Bead with Filler: RN in Vertical PosftiOn
10.19 Bead with.Filler Rod in,Horitontal,Position

k
10.20 Bead with Filler Rod in Overhead Position
10.21 Open Butt Weld in Vertical Position
10.22 Open Butt Joint jn Overhead Position
10.23 Open Butt Joint-in Horizontal POsition
10.24 Fillet Weld_in Vertical Positioh
10.25 FilletAdeld iii-Horizontal Position
10.26 Lag Joint in Vertical Position
10.27 ,Lap Joint Fillet Weld in Horizontal Position
10.28- Fillet Weld in Ove.rhie Position

11.0 Project

ti
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III/ II. WORD TO, THE INSTRUCTOR

This ,course was designed'to be a trade- related, selflcreening, job exploration
package, providing the student with basic.trade

theory,.basic trade manipuld-,
.tive practice, projects and on-job-site visitations.

Further., it-is tb, be implemented by instructors who are skilled ip each of the
general topics described in the course outline and expanded on in the instruc-.tor's guide.

, 6The curriculum is comprisedOf two parts: 1)1the instructor's guide, and 2) 4"
supporting modules and references which are specified ill the instructor's
guide. The instructor

should'seek,other supportitt iesources where available
'or necessary.

The instructor should bear'in:mind that there are two broad' objectives writtenr
.into the designof this course: 1) that the student will receive instruction in
the preapprenticeship mode'of the trade (which isdesigned to enable hjm or her
to gain enough exposure to the trade to (a) aid in making a career decision,
and-cb) facilithe entry into the trade), and2)8that thIstudent will retain

,

some carryover skills which he or she,can use in life, even should the student
decide not to enter the trade.

. 4
Essentially, this guide is pitterned after a progYam-bcgungn Oregon in
1979-80. The participants in the program are wholly tETA-sponsored, many with

. -.motivational or *physicalOmpairlftents. The program concentrates on providingo
'motivational support and /or physical therapy: A typical program, broken down
Into 'its major components, would be: '=*-

(40% hands7on,*maniprulative work

motivatfthal support work

10f jab visitation

dr' 5% physical development or therapy

15% classtlecture,-discussion, etc.
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Not all institution will have the resources, nor will preggrams' students
have the need, for such a breakdown.. The instructor stiould identify needs'
of the studentsand utilize the guide in the manner best suited. to meet,them.

RECOMMENOATI6S.

* Hands-on work isprobably tfie beSt learning experience for students in trade'
work, It is essential if tbe two broad objectives listed above are to be met.
Therefore, implied in the topits covering tools, materials and tasks or.Work.
.precesses is the notion (emphasized inthe Instructional Outcome for these
topics) that the student will practice using the tools ind Taterials.des*cibqd

I therein.

In lieu of deScribing in the Teaching Methods and kids section of the guide
those tasks' which will be perforMed with the described tools and materials,- the,

WeitecirleaVe'it to the imagination' and material, resources of the instructor.
Practice is the method by which skill i'deVeloped..

.

O
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1.0 Introduction to the Welding Trade

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify and briefly explain
the history, the five major welding processes, employment opportunities and
working conditions, as well as working people's benefits and trade terminology.

a

.INTRODUSTION: In order to become an effective worker or make an effective, real-
istic career CtWsion, an individual must be exposedto various aspects of the
,tra0e.

PRESENTATION,:

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHIWMETHODS AND AIDS

1.1 H Cory

A. Welding is 6onsfdered either, an ancient

art or a mpdern skill.

1. Gold and brass were.welded in 2000

2. Iron-was welded at least-by 1000.B.C.

B. Industrial revolution of 19th centur'

was largely accomplished without the

° use of welding.

C. Industrial welding is a 20th century.

advancement,

IILS Intrbduction to-keldtng --1

w

Explain and Discuss,

C.'

a

v
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1.2 Processes of Welding

A. There 'are many processes.

1. All welding involves fusing, of two

or more pieces of metal. >

B.

,

Gas welding started iin the 1850s with

hydrogen and oxygen.

C. Inexpensive, acetylene was prOduced in- the-

1890s .dhcl:pAy-aeetylene welding began.

1. ,GaS q,utting 'involved use of intensely

-hdt gas flame to melt and fuse two

metals, with or without additidnal
a

"Zt

tatJo.r,a filler.

D. 'Arc welding was discovered by two Russian

Acientists, in 1885.

1: the first coated electrodes appeared

in 1910.

Major advances in arc welding

vl were achieved in 1940s when it

became the major steel welding

process in industry.

. proceS1 involves striking an

electric arc between an ,electrode

and the metal to be fused, and

depoSiting melted electrode at the

point where fusion is taking place

E. Ejectric res-iStabte

1. High curr4ht is paSsed betWeen two-

,pleces of metal in contact.

a. electrical resistanat generates
.

high heat and fusion takes plaCe

where electrodes create pressure.
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(1 .spot 4

(2) a seam can be welded with a

series of overlapping spot

Welds.

2. Resistance welding equipment is gen-

erally he 'avy and designed for a single

application., lir

'3. Eleftric resistance welding is a major

production method.in sheet metal fab-,

rication.

F. TI weld (GTAW)-las tungsten arc

welding

1. Was developed during. W. W. II in

answer to a need for welding magnesium

metals.

2. An arc between a tungsten,electrode

and the work is shielded by a stream

/ of inert gas -(argon, helium, or a

mixture of the'two)'.

a. protects both the electrode and'

the,metal from the air which

would caase impurities,and'other

harmful effects in theweld,'

3. (Expensive process' but is widely used

for magnesium, aluminum, titaAiu0,

siainiess'steel and other "exotic"

meal s.

,G, MIG welding (GMAW)-:-Gas metal arc'welding.

1. Grew Out of TIG welding.

2. Electrodg is continuously fed wire

which is into the work with the

heat of he arc.

3. Work is protected by a shielding ;gas.

E

vie

,a4

06"-,..
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4. Being applied in a greater variety of

high production applications everyday.

. The five listed welding processes. are

major ones used th industry.

1. The process used is determined by:

a. 'thekinds of 'metal to be joined.

b. the costs involved.

c. the kind of products to be made.

d. the production techniques.

I. Some other welding processes in use today

ere:

1. Forge welding.

2. Subm(rged arc welding.

3. EleCtroslag welding.

4. Flux-covered are welding.:

$. Plasma arc'welding.

6: Electron beam weldi g..

7. Laser beam Welding.
. .

1.3 Employment Opportunities

A. Welding has an exciting fdture. ,

As raw materials become more expensive and

harder to find, rework.and repair of old

equipment and products becomes more

important.

1. Welding.fi'almost aways a part of

that process. ve

..

C. The field of welding islexpanding and will

continue to-do so.

to'

Jobsite Visitation

Invite Job Specialist
.,

.¢0

'My
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1.4 Working conditions

A. Welding is performed almost anywhere and

under almost Any conditions.
. ,

.

..

I. May be done, in sub-arctic or tropical
.

-climates, irC'mid-air on, a structure,-

or underwater.

2. May be done in mud under a tractor,

in a crowded ship. comprment, or in

a very clpan room in a modern indus-

trial complex.

I
B. 'Mere one works depends, on his or her

.
choice, education, training and expeHence

1.5 Comrhon Worker Benefits

A. Unemployment Insurance

i 1. , Purpose.

a. transition frorn job to job.

b. ease strain "! of layoffs.

?. Source of benefils.
;.

a. payroll tax on wages.

3. Eligibility.

-'a. depends on base year earnings.

b. depends on reasons, for leaving

work.

4.. Level of bene 1 s.

Jobsite Visitation

Explai and Discuss

ILS,Common Worker Benefits

Invite, Field Rep from

MOrkmen's*Competisatiori Board

BOL'Wage,and Hour

Employment Division

a. level of base year earnings.

5. Claims-process.

a. report to Employment Division

office.

b. provide required. information.

(1) employer's name and address.

.(2) your social security number.

(3) wage earning recordS.

(4) curr4pt address.

4.1
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6. Appeals /hearing process_

a. initiated by worker.

b. in writing. .

c. within time limits.

B. Wage and Hour Commission

1. Purpoge.

a. to investigate and attempt equit-

Ole settlement of wage claims.

. Areas of cliim,reView.

a: pay periods,

b. pay days.

c. final pay/days:

d. ,wage4payMents in cases of .dispute.

e. methods/of compensation and over-

ipme.

f,. mi nir um wage laws.

.g.' limitation of hoUrs in certain

iOustries.

'h; restrictions on employment of

minors.

indiction.

Federal vs. State.

a

4. Claim Process-- _
. ....

,

.. ,,, _
/'a. contact wage and hour .commission.

b. provide
.

requir,ed information' on

appropridte form.

- , (1) dates. of employment.
.

(2).rate.of pa..

(3) reason for non-payment..

(4), estimate of disputed amount":

c. wage,claim conference.'

collectlon procest.

e 'protettionagainst retaliation fo

filing a claim.

.d1

4
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.5'. Time limits for ftfing.

a. regular 0a60:.
, -

b. overtime pay.

)

:- .

C. Work&s Compensation

1. Purpose

a. provide medical care payment or

on-the-job accidents..

b. provide time loss payments.

c. provide payments'for permanent

disability.

d. provide death benefits.

2. Source of benefits.

. a: employer premiums for insurance.'

b. employee contributions.

3,Level of benefits.

a. complete for medical costs.

b. varies accer44N to level of final`,

disability.

4. Eligibility._

a. any job-related accident or con-

dition causing the worker to leave

work and seek medical treatment.

5. Claim process.

a. report accident to employer.

.b. fill .,out claim form,

(1 know. your employer's legal

name.

t. (2) know your employer's insuranc

carrier.

c.- see your doctar for treatment.

6. Final determin&tion.
,

a. doctor's statement of stabilize0

condition.

b.. board's fjsdings of disability an

payment.

1..

O
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7. Reopening .claim for aggravation of

injury Without a new injury.

_a. *,contact employer's insurance com-

-pip if occurs within the first

five years.

b. confact.yorker's compensation

board after five years,

1.6 Trade Terminology.

A. Common Trade'Terms.

'1. Prier--hand-held gripping tool:,

2. Strikers--spark emitting tool used t
.

slight torch.

3. Chipping hammer--small pick like

hammer usedsed to clean up welds.

4. Wire brush--metal bristled hand tool

,used to clean up metal surface in

welding.

5:' Ferrous=-containing iron; as steel

is a ferrous metal.

6. Non-ferrous--subiAtances withoutiron;

as copper, brass:

7. Regulator--device used to meter and

monitor the flow of gases.
......

8. Torch--device used to mix oxygen and.

acetylene in_ the correct proportion

sand. control ortlarlie during welding,

e

4-

-
v

o

4

9. Tip-7-final opening through which flame.

passes. Diameter, of-opening-ioverns
. .

tip size.

10. Electrode--thin metal wire coated with

a special substance and ilSed as a

tiller material to join metal 'being

welded.

es,

X12
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11. Acetylene--gas forded by the mixture

of calcium. carbide and water.

12. Oxygen -- combustible gas derived from

the air by a chemical process.

13. fRodl-metl formed into rod shape used

for welding.

Bead--6ontinuous 'length of wadf.-

15. 'Bivel--slope/angre applied.to edge of

metakjn jo?t preparation.

16. 'Joint-,r.stte,where metals are ,joined

by weld.

174 'Fillet. weld - -weld with near-tr4anguldr

crossection'joining two.surfaceS at

right angles to each other:

18. Lap joint--where metal pieces overlap

each .other.

Butt weld--metal'pteces meet on edge.

for weld.
.

20. Noint--where metal pieces intersect

at right angles.

21. MIG'welding--gas tungsten arc w' l ding
0.

using where tungsten electrode OM-
.

vides arc but not consume.



2:0 Diagnostic Testing/Welder

INSTRUCTIONAL _OUTCOMES: The Student will imulete a. Specific Aptitude Teit
Battery '(SATB), administered,by a qdalified examiner ,and will have the results
explained by a.qualified-examinere

-1 . .

r

INTRODUCTION: 'The...General Aptitude Test Battery 'is astandardized test that
"has become recognized'as the best validated multiple test battery in eXistan

,for use in vocational guidance. The tests are used by apprenticeship commi
tees 'to assist in the screening process for appropriateicandidates when app n-
ticeship openings occur,, and to.grovide individuals'with an indication-of the
probaWlity.of their being.successful,in.a particular trade..

9

'Many apprenticeship programs require applicants to halloe certain aptitudesas
demonstrated by passing appropriate tests. For example, the applicant may be.

required to pass Specific Aptitude Test Battery (SATB) adthinister0 by the
State Job Service. SATBs test two or more of the following nine general

, aptitudes: .general learning ability (cognitive functioning), verbal aptitude,
numerical. aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception (ability to perceive -

sma.11 detail), clerical perception (ability, to distinguish pertjnent detail),
motor coordination, finger dexterity and inanual dexterity.

Each battery tests different combinations of thes nine general, aptitudes
because each occupation requires different specific ilities. The following,-
SATB tests'and cutting scores,are required by the apprenticeship committee
for the trade. .The student should be aware of the trade requirements and

, determine how he or she feelS about his or her abilities in the tested
aptitudes in order- to make' a career decision.

c

PRESENTATION

. TEACHING POTLIN .

.

SATB

A. Complete exam described below

J
TEACHING 'METHODS AND AIDS

KEY: Trade Occupation Code # for the occupa-
.

tion

SATB-for the trade = Recommended cutting

4'

t.
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score for 4he trade

Location of the SATB within the GATB

WELDER (COMBItigION) S#126

Spatial Aptitude.= 85

Three Dimensional; Book I, Part .3

Finger Dexterity 85

#11 Assembly, #12 Disassemble, Board'

I

Mapual,Yexterity = 80

#9 Place, #10 Turn, Board'

-

Cutting Scores

Adult -Grade 10 Grade 9'

Spatial Aptitude - 86 80 77

Finger.Dexteri_ty : 80 75 72

Manual Dexterity 85 79 76

B. Discuss Results:

11,

,
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3.0 Survival' Skills/Welding

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The'studenttwill learn and practice fUndameptal concepts
in: a). dealing with expectations-, ) cOmmunication'skills,.c1 giving and receiv--
ing feedback, d) dealing with Interpersonal conflict, e) group problem-solving,
goal-setting and decision-making, f) outside influences and responsibilities,
g.) ttrengths, h) appropriate, work habifs and attitude,
and, 0 phases of job search and worklife.

.

`INTRODUCTION: Training and proficieficy in human relations skills are essential
for successful adiptation to worklife. All too often in job preparatiorrpro-
grams, these basic,survial skills are,neglected or put aside in favor Of",A
training in the technical-aspetts of work. ,

. ,

This topic describes the many skill6s-necessary to becdme a stable, productive
And satisfied woOter.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE., 1

,

TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS.

3.1 Expectations

A. Predicting the future'

1.,Self-fulfilling probecies

a. setting yourself up for failure

b. 'thinking positively

-

ILS Survival Skills-Expqctations

"PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material

beforehand, and think: up solre

relevant examples .

0,46

V

AVAILABILITY

Be available to students. Go

around those students reading -,

the material. Be prepa-red to

answer'and-ask questions that

inmteasestridents' understanding.

v.

r
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"3.: 'A....,

4

-E. Self rAssessment-rlooking at commontper-

sonal expectatiOns

F. Post Assessment

4."

Th

3.2 Communication Skills

3: Good comMunication

1.. two-way process

2.AMPor41ce

37 innate abilities

4. showing mutual respect

.

444

B. Active listening.- \

lAentering attention.on,the other

person:

a. being seen to'be listening

b. finding out what is impottant to the

otherperOn

c. following the other person's lead'

d. listening to feeling

.2. ChpCkingAt you have understood what

the other persoh is communicating; ,

a. checking,feeling

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Go through questions to see

where students are putting

themselves down. Give encour-

agement. Ask what they want

to change. 7'

EXPLAIN

Read through examples, answer

questions.

FLEXIBILITY

Allow students to demonstrate

their understanding in less than

suggested number of situations.

ILS Survival' Skills-Communica-

tion Skills.

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the materiel.

BEING A ROLE MODEL

Vemonsttate active listening.

Ensure that students voiceprob-

lems and doubtS. Allow frequent

opportunity for Students to

give responses.to on7going work.

Be ready to demonstrate bad

examples of listening, to group

or individUls, and contrast--

with good examples..

I,
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b. checking content

c. when it is inappropriate

C. Being listened to.

1. Your rights as an individual

2. When to keep quiet

3. Avoiding being.aggressive

4. A three -step approach

a. showing you understand

b. taking' responsibility for your own

.feelings

c, suggesting alternatives

,D: Overall importance of respect for indiv7

iduals

i : Communication between equals

E. Self-Asiessment

1. How individuals communicate- with

others

F. Practicing the skills in'triads

1. Active listener of personal experience

2. Role play being listdhed to

aI

-r
29

ASSERTIVENer

,Draw examples from books on

being. assertive., Think up '

appropriate examples in work

context. Discuss aggressive

responses with individuals.

Describe alternative approaches.

' Discuss possible exceptions-,

where aggression might-be appro-
, %

priate.

INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT RELATIONS

Assess relations in class in

...terms of respect for, and equal-

ity of, individuals. Ask stu-

dents for comments.

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Give help and encouragement.

Find out from students what,

skills they want to practice.

TRIADS .

Form triads (trios), as students,

finish Self Assessment.

FEEDBACK

.Listen to one example of active

listening in each triad. Give

suggestions for improvement.

Be open to alternative sica-.

tions for the role play. En-

sure students are willing to
-

practice being sensitive'to

possible reluctance and shyness.

Be prepared: to role play' your-

self.



a

3.3 Giving and receiving feedbackGiving

A. Importance of being able to give Praise

and criticism (introduction).

r

B. Importance of group support and teamwork

1.-Being a team member

2. Building a team

a. 'knowing where you are

b. pulling your weight

c. responsibilities for others

d. group aims and goals

3. Poor working environments

a. indirect communication

b. not knowing where you stand

C. Reading attitudes.

1. Hired or fired?

0

2. How do you come across to other people?

3. Interpreting other people's' behavior

D. Giving and receiving positiv,e opinions

1. Importance of pi'aise

127--Tg04 compliments

\3. Giving Praise

E. Gttting and givingrorifTCism

i. Its importance °

2.-Being criticized

3. Avoiding being threaten

4.Between.eguals

F. self Assessment-Feelings and Preferences

a

ILS Survival Skills-Giving and

Receiving Feedback

PREPARATION

Be familiar withdthe material

and prepared to participate

actively and'egually.

FACILITATION

Facilitate continuously the

building of group support. Give

Ottra support to students who =

'have difficulties participating,

fully. Enlist help of' more

confident and Verbal to share

the, responsibility. Give sup-

port, but principally be a neu-

tral chairperson or facilitator.

Encourage group members to ob-

serve each others' non-verbal

behavior between class times.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Give fr''eguent verbal praise to

individuals-'who are working well

and to the group as it becomes

moresupportive

t

MONITORING

Walk around and askyermission.tc

join lin some partner discussions.

Eilturage greater depth. Avoid

any judgments, Use paraphrase

sr

0
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G. Assignments .
1. Telling individuals what you like

it

2. Reading attitudes within the group.

3. 'Opening self-shajng important exper-

iences

4. Re4ving.direct positive feedback

5. Receiving' direct positive and negative

feedback

H. Post assessment

3.4 Dealing with interpersonal conflip

6

A. Consequences of poor interpersonal rela-

. tions
.#

and feeling aschecking skills.

A DEVELOPING PROCESS
140E,

Introduce when graup is.ready.

First three assigNents could

be practiced even before module

has been read. 'Explain, in turn

each assignment to whole group.

.Deal-with worries, doubts or

questions before you begin.

Use all your facilitating skills

47,,,Mecially be sensitive to Nem-%

bArs' noff-verbal responses.

Follow up, after the class,

on any individual who is upset.

At all times encourage positive,

support within the group.

Be prepared to intervene if

/(6iticjsm becomes too negative':

e

Organize small groups on lead

:discussion of whole group.lise

stpOr groups to extend each

individual's range of intei --4.

actions.

ILS SurvIval Skills-Dealing with

Interpersonal Conflict

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the materia
. -

and ready to supply further

relevant examples from the if



B. RecognTng conftict in a work context

1. Open arguments

,2. Possible causes

3. Consequerifes

C. Them and Us\atmosphere

1. The conditions you deserve
'

2. Whose responsibility?

D. Unproductive ways of solving Conflict

1. Finding someone to 'blame'. 's

E. Productive ways of solving conflict
.

1. Taking respoA"ibility for doing some.*

thing about tt
(

a. wheh people feel threatened by you

b: when you feel,threatened \

F.'Remaining patsive.

1. Poor working conditions

1

Physiblogical'and plychological prob-

lems

3 Irrational Years

a. fear of, not leing liked'

b. fear of hurting others

YAction model for solving interpersona

conflicts.

1. Choosilp the best time

2. Taking responsibility.for your feeling

world of work.

C

BE AVAILABLE

,Encourage 'students to comment and

question point's as they arise.

Ask them to come up with their

own examples, either confirming

or disconfirming the information.

\ (

\s

RSPONSIBILITY

Throughout Survival Skills, in-

dividual responsibility is re-

peatedly stressed. Periodically,

reassess your.own role. Avoid

being pushed into thq "expert"

stance. Try to be an impartial

facilitator, encouraging stud-

ent's learhinskwithout passing

judgments. Ensure students take

responsibility for what they want

to achiever

3

1
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3, The four-step language formula.

a. tell the other person that what he.

'\ or she is doing upsetting you

E;..speak your feelins

c. describe how his
t

r he .behailior is

affecting you

d: suggest an altern tive

H. Negotiating.

1. Give, and take>

2: Compromie

I. Dijsriminatiop and pr judice

1. Different types
-

2. Dealing with it

\

.

J. Self Assessment

R

0

. 46. Assignments

1. Sharing in small gro
t

L.. Post Assessment

1. The formula

ps-,

IDENTIFY IMPORTANT GROUP ISSUES

Deal in a neutral manner with

examples of discrimination: Ask

individuals for personal exper-
.

iene of racial and sexual prej-

udice and discrimination. Fac-

ilitate discussion on Equal.Opp-

ortunity and Affirmative Actions.

Invite solutions* to problems fron

group membeh.

NEW ISSUES
voi&

.Be aware of any controversial
,

issues that arise during the

Self Assessment! Introduce them

to the group for general discus-
,

sion:

ORGANIZE GROUPS

Form groups as students finish

writing. Limit talk to five

minutes on each topic. Maintain

some urgency by announcing the

'five minute intervals.

COLLECT WORK

Read and make encouraging

0.
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3. The four-step language formula.

a. tell the other person that what he

or she is doing is upsetting you

b. speak your feelings
. .

c. describe how his or tier behavior is

affecting you

d. suggest an alternative

H. Negotiating

1. Give and take

.2. Compromise

I. Discrimination and prejudice

1. Different types

2. 'Dealing with it

J. Self Assessment

K: Assignments

1: Sharing inismall groups.

i

L. Pott Assessment

1. The formula

t

.1n

IDENTIFY IMPORTANT GROUP ISSUES

Deal in a .neutral manner with

examples of discrimination. Ask

-ibdtviduals for personal exper-

ience of racial and sexual prejt

udice and dscrimination. Fac-

ilitate Ifiscussion,on Equal Opp-

ortunity and Affirmative Actions:

Invite solutions toproblems fror

group members.

NEW ISSUES

,Be aware of any controversial

isues that arise during the

Self Asie nth Introduce them

to t -group for general discus-
.

ORGANIZE GROUPS

'Form gi-Ocipsas students fihish

writing. Limit talk to five

,mtnutes on each topic. Maiatain4

some ur§ency'by announcing the

five minute intervals.

COLLECT WORK

Read' and make encouraging

f:

t
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2. Personal examples

a

3.5.0roup-ProbleiSolving, Goal. Setting and

Ddcision-making

A. 10-step model

1. Define the probleM

2. Look at the known facts

a. what is happening.

b. who is involved

,

c. when does the problem occur

d. where does it occur

e. why has jt bdtome a problem

3. Agree on your goals

4. Pool ideas for achieving ypur main,

goal without evaluating them

5. Look more closely at some of.the more

interesting and unusual ideas

6. Include any other ideas that you think

might be helpful

7. Agree owsome guidelines for athievink

your goal,

a. be specific about minimum behavior

required

8. Decide-on a plan to implement your

proposed solutions,

9. Assess the likelihood ohuccess

10. Evluate.the suirssbf your decisions

after they have been implemented.

B. Self Assessment.

written comments. Arrange-con-i,:

tract for completion of work.wit

any students who produce low.

standard work.

'LS Survival Skills -Group P:obleM

Solving, Goal Setting and Dec-

ision-Making

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Know the 10-step modelyitholit

having to refer to it on the page

Work through the proceit before-

hand. Have photocopies of the

el.

Hale ready one large:newsprint'

pad and one marker for every

five students. Choose about six
. .

examples of'unusual tools,or

materials that studentS ire un-

iikely to have Seer1\ Have- them

ready, but hidden. Gel--Ovi-6

from specialists beforehand.

AVAILABILITY

GO around students in class whil

they are reading material: Help

them understand the lOtteps.

p

1

CHECK LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

Look Over answers.

Give help for misunderstandings.
.

*



D. Post Assessment

:3.6 Wider influendes and responsibilitiesa.

A. Relations with people in authority .

1. Formal workplace

a. job titles

b. hierarchy .

2. Informal Workplace

a. unwritten rulei and unsta ed expec-

tations
, ,

3. Showing respect and being relaxed
. .

B. Relations with, family and -kiends

1. Changes in responsibilitie

,-2:. Affects of changes on old re ationships

a. being prepared

b. .communicating pilblems

3.-Planning quality time

-S. keeping work problems at work

b. maintaining relationships

PREPARE. HANDOUT

.Have copies of 10-step model.

Make sure students check what

they have. written and 'correct it.
.

'PERSONAL EVALUATI9S

jnvite-5tudents to read out Or

tell others what they wrote under

2 in the Post Assessment.

LLS Survival Skills-Wider Influ-

ences and Responsibilities

RREPARATION

Re familiar with the module and'

gather useful newspaVer.cuttings,

brochures -and leaflets that il-

lustrate the range' of Oogsfble

influences an somebody settling

'dpwn to work.

A- READY' RESOURCE - /-

,Give examples informally to

students from personal experience

to back up inforMition.

DRAW ON STUDENTS' EXPERIENCE

Encourage individuals.to!think of

relevant illustrations from their

own expe-rfence. in, a work setting.



`It

-4. Keeping up leisure activities

5. Home problems at work

a. leaving problems at home

b., serious'problems.

C. Other 'influences

3, apprenticeship

1-2. union

3: social organizations

4. other worker

5, state and federal agencies.

D. Self Assessment

E. Assignment

. Post AssessMeht

I

if3:5

SUPERVISION

Ask students to show their an-

swers to the Self Assessment.

'Since it is a test'of compre-

hension, follow up on any

ficulties revealed.

CHOOSING PARTNE55

Encourage students to work:mith

someone different each time.

After majority of students have

completed assignments, hold a

° report-back session with whole

group. Ask StudentVo Summar-

ise and draw concluijons.from:

reports given.

DEMONSTRATE

Show what is required by

trating it :on .a chalkboard,

3r, ,?!
tor I
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3.7 Identifying and developing individual

strengths

A. Evaluating yourself and lathers

1. Expectations

2.. Personal theories

a. predicting

b. controlling

B. Identifying lIrsonal values

1. SignificAt role models

.

2. Eliciting personal constructs

3. Bi-polar,nature of constructs

A

ILS Survival Skills- Identifying

and Developing Individual Stre-

ngths

PREPARATION

Work through module beforehand.

Acquaint yourself with any areas

that might cause difficulties in

understanding. Make extra copies

.of exercise sheets.. Refer to

ILS Expectations.

AVAILABILITY

Brat hand throughout this.mod-

ule. For students to discover

significant things out them=

selves, instructions must be

followed closely. Ensurethat

students have had a perional

relationship with each of people

listed in right column. Ask

them to put miles they used to

address these people..;

Check students' understanding of

procedure. If necessary,- go

through method with whole group..

Ensure that the description is' of

.importance to each student and

-not Silperficial, such as hajr

color; etc.

4StOss that.there-is no correct

answer;-it is important for each

persoh'..to wrfte-what seems op--

'posite to him,or her personally

regardless of what anyone -else

,might say.



4, Identifying important personal.values

.41

5. Evaluating yourself.

a. as you feel- you are

b. as you would like.to be

c. looking at the amount of congrUiti

1.

6 , pvaluatifig significant others,,

comparing ratings

C. Influences on personal decirkizfri

1. How mukh are yods4n control -of yolip-own

life?.

2. 'Positive.and negative influences.

a. other people
.

b.-aspectsof self

c. organizations

iARRANGE. PARTNERS

Go around and oger.intgrpreta-

tions if requester or encourage

stuoWts to-draw conclusions..

Ask what they recognize and what

is new.

DISCUSS WITH INDIVIDUALS OR

SMALL GROUPS

Be tentative abbut what is ident7

ified. The conclusions can only

be significant if the individual

findiAthem significant. -Use

words and phrases such as..."it

seems,..," "you may..." "I would

guess...." "it might indicate-:.'

Use grid"tplprompt questions

rather -than answers,.

IN PARTNERS

Suggest each,studentin turn

tries to.describe wheAt people the

'other one might like and what .

people he or she-might not like,

based on the constructs on paper.

.Ensure that students follow in-

structions closely. Encourage-
,

them to search.for-iII influences

If they 'have difficulty, suggest

siAlations where. students make

Choices, e.g. career, filends,

classes, outzbf-school activities.

7.
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3.8 Worksiteitisits

A. Building realistic expectations

1. Questioning job descriptions

2. The human side of the job

3. On-the-job visits

4. Talking with people in the trade

(

B. Group visits

1. Exposure to diffetent working environ-

- ffents

2. Practice in observation

3. Asking questions

C. Individual visits

1. After 'working hours

2. Interviewing the worker

3. Arranging the visit

D. Self 'A%sessment-Comprehension

*.e

E. Assignment
.

1. 14oking at. Help Wanted ads

f.

'o

S.

' YO

I

ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job

Worksite Visits

PREPARATION

,Arrange with any company that

allows it a group visit during

working hours.

Have fficient copies for use by

whole class of Help Wanted aIs

from local newsplpers.

Become an informed source of

possible contacts for student

interviews With-Sorneymen and

apprentices.

fr

CHECK UNDERSTANDING

Ensure students comprehend all

of-the material before making' an

contacts or visits.

HELP WITH ASSIGNMENTS
4*

Supply Help.Wanted sections--one

to each student. Suggest they

read through' and circle in ink

interesting ads. Stress impor-

tance that each works on his or

her own; itis'`'practice in look-

ing for jobs. Collect what

studentt write and report back

0.".
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3.8 WOrksite
.

. .

A. Building realistic expectations'

* I. Questioning job descriptions

2. 'The human Side 'of ,the job

3..0W-the-job visits

4. Talking with peoPle in the' trade

V.

B,Group visits,

i\\Exposure to different working environ-
.

4*1 tents del,

2. Pra tice in -Oservatign

r\tlue3.,Aski stiOs

t. Individual vi,sits

1. After working.:hourt.

-2. Interviewing the worker

3. Arranging the visit

D. Self As.sessMent-ComprehenSion

1. Look4g:A'Help (anted ads

4

. .

ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job

orksite-Visits

PREPARATION,.

Arrange with any compapy that

allbws it a group visit during

-working hours.

Have sufficient copies for use by

whole class of Help Wanted ads

from.local newspapers.'

Become-an informed source of

possible contacts for student

interviews' with journeymen and

apprentices.

CHECK UNDERSTANDING

Ensure students comprehend all
.1

of the material before making any

contacts or visits.

HELP WITH ASSIGNMENTS

'Supply Help Wanted sections--one

'to each student. Suggest they

',read throuh and,circle in ink

interesting Stress impor-

tance that eacti.work§ on his ox

her own; it it practice in look-

ing for jobs. Collect what

students write and report back.



2. Writing realistic job .descriptions.

3. Contacting a journeren or apprentice

4. Asking questions

5. Making a group visit'

, 6. keporting back

r

. Discussion

a

to whole group With summary of

students findings.

Readind torment on *dents'

description's. With individual's

permission, read out seleftion

. to wholy group and invite com-

parisons with job descriptions

it newspaper.

Supply names and encourage, stu-':

dehts to Come up with owri con-

tacts.: If necessary, two stu-

dents could team up to make a

visit.

'Role play telephone contact and tj '

get students to copy out sug-

gested quettions. Make individ-

ual contract with each student,

setting' deadlines to call, to

visit and to'report back. Check,

on progress.and share with rest

of group.

Arrange for jndividuals to report

back to whole group at same

.

- Go over obsepations And ques-

tions beforehand. Ask-students

to Write-questions down. Divide

"question's, and order of .asking

among group. Add any other.

questionsQuggested.by-group.

Ensure:2that each student records

hiskor her observations.t.Invite

individuals to report ',on their

feelings and fintlings.

Lead group dikussidd pn over01

finding.

J12



3.9 Resumes

A:Nature and fupction

1. Self advertisement

2. Summaryof'strengths and skills

3.,Differeni ways to use resumes

4. Contrast application forms

B. Extracts from resumes

1. People with little work experience

2. Presenting the best interpretation

of the facts

C. Suggested format

1. Position desired

a. finding out about the job

b. matching your skills

2. Education

3. Relevant work experience

4. Other relevant experience

5. Personal data

6. References

a. making a list-of your achievements

0. Identification of your skills

1. Personal and interpersbnalskills

2. Skills used in leispi.e and work activ-

ities

a. what-could go wrong

b. what skills you need to avoid mis-

takes

c. stamp collecting

d. planting a garden

A.professional finith

1. Typing

2. Paper -

Arrange another worksite visit.
N

a

ILS Survivial Skilli-Finding a

Job-Resumes

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Large pad of newsprint and suf-'

ficient markers for group. En-

Sure that thqyz are adequite flat

surfacet.

4,

O

Ar
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0,

A

F. Covet letter

.1. Why
v.,

them?

2. Why'you?

3. Let'S meet

G. Self Assessment .

9

Personal and interpersonal,skills

2. In a job context .

3.-Analyze threedehples of work

tr,

''H. PostAssesspent

f. Organizing personal workexperienCe

I

14

HELPING WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Be' available throughout, when

students are working on Self.

and Post Assessment.,'Write on

chalkboard fUrther suggestions

of personal and interpersonal

skills.

Suggest students help each

other in-finding relevant exam-

pies of tileinapVicativi of

skills.

,Allow partners to choose each
,

ether. Ethphasize broad defini-:

tion of work to include'paidl--
"

'and'unpaid,,part-time, etc.

Give-exaMples.

.Model *iw students can Kelp each

other. Go around and ask titles-

.tions to elicit. relevant inforx

mation.

Supply sheets of newsprint and

, .,markers. Tell students to use

the fullarea of paper. Check

-that students are recording all

the suggested i;formation.

Inspect sheets individually and

'suggest best way to organize'

data. Advise on-where to in:-

'elude or omit tes and which

experience to group or

t



2. Writing a draft resume

00.

separate.

Give encouneement and direct

help with drafting of resume.

Take best draft, type if and

duplicate it on quality colOred

paper. With permission of stu-

4ent, shart withlwhold -group.

Encourage sharing of draft res-

umes,. Offer to help lateaif

individuals want to develop.a

finished Version of resume.

O

le
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3.10 Interyews
.

Subjective:hatureof interviews

1. Content of hiring interviews

2. Inter/iNer

'0 3.'Interviewees o ons
.(

Facts and opinions

.1. Giving hbnet opinions f.,2. Interpreting facts
3..Quotingreferences and examples

4. Deciding what isprel

C. Employers' expectatio s '

1. Objective measures of aptitudeAbd

achievement

.1

2.,Appropriite attitudes and work habits

D. Hdw to communicate interest and enthu-

siasm.N)

1. Be genuine

?. Be informed

3. Showing enthusiasm

a. non-verbally

b. how to speak and what to sayfi
E. How to communicate that you will he a

good worker

1. Finding examplesi

'F. How to show you 6,e trainable

1.'School and non-sci4o1

. G. How to show you work well with people

1: Relations wtth'ille'tntervi

Giving examples'

/1. How to, be realistic about at'you want

1. Knowledge of the work environment

2. ,Knowledge' of the career structure

3. Answering questions about goats

ILS Survival SkillszFinding a 'Job -

Interviews

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Read material beforehand and re-

call examples from own experience.

Dave
two copies-of observers'

checklist for each student. I

4
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/

Appearance

1. Clothes

2. Gr9oming

J. Non-verbal behavior

.1.4,Punctualify

2. Nervousness
O

3. Body posture

4. Gestures

5. Smoking and chewing

X. Being positive'

1. About yourself

k 2. About others

L. Self AsseSsment

1. 41ole play

a. inierviewer°

b. intervieWee

c''- observer

2.List of questions

3. Checklist

M. Post Assessment

1. Interview in front

2. Questions from Join

- Committee

3. Giving pdsitive fee back

f,f4group

Apprenticeship

"

FORM TRIADS

Go thropgh checklist to ensOre

understanding. Choosetesli'

working groups. Keep it moving

by limiiing time for each role

play. .Be willing to Model: pos-

itiVe answers in intervieWee's.

o' 4
8'

role.

Ask'for a volunteer, then allow

him or her to select nexOnter-

viewee: SAW use of obser-

ver's chealist, plus any Other

positive 'omments..eiGive,feed-

back from group and yourself,

immediately after each interviet.

Invite interviewee to share Os'

or her feelings experienced

during role play: o.

1'
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3.11 Appropriate work habits and attitudes

A. Surviving on the job.

1. Keeping informed

c.

B. Employer's expectations

1. Being punctual and ,dependable4

2., Beit'llptwinest 6

3( Being fOyal,

4. Being willing to learn and able to

take criticism

C. Expktations of.fellow workers :.

1. Proving your'comBetence

2. Being reliable and dependable

3. Being'a learner

4. Beingenthusiastic and interested-

5. Being 'honest and loyal

O. Proving your competency to ytUr super-

ylsor-

1. High stalldar'd,of,work

L'Keepirt a'written record cf your-

= achievemehts
ti

3. Showing initiative

4. Taking responsibility

5. Asktng for help

E. Interference of.Personal'habfts

-, 1. SuBstance abuse

Seeking help

fLS Survival Skills Fin Ljng a Job

-Appropriate Work Habits and -.

Attitudes

BE A RESOURCE.

Share peronai experience with

individuals. EncourAe students

cask any older people about

work-habits,and attitudes. .Give.

time fOr shaYjng students°.find-

ings.

Show relevance of previous Mod-

ules to both 2 and 3. Ask indiv-

i6als what expectatiOns a member

of 'Survival Skills class has.

POSSIBLE DISCUSSIAN
4

What do individuals expect of

friends? What are peer 'grcaprs

attitudes towtrd.4?

Be sensitive to posstbility,of

substance abuse affecting .sent

performance. Learn phys4cal in-

dicators; have referral-addresses

.avai,101e.

O

4. I

I

J

z

3.
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F. Self Assessment

G. Post Assessment

SUGGESTED INGS:

Alberti, R.E. and Emm , M.
Your Perfect i ht
Impact, 197

Blicq,'Ron

On the.Move: Communication for Employees
15Fentici:Rall, 1976.

Bolles, Richard N. a"

The Three Boxes of Life
Ten Speed Press, 1978

III Fast', Julius

Body Language.

Pocket Books, 1971

-:Chapmen, ElWood N.

Your Attitude Wthowing: A Primer on Human
Relations

'Science Researph Associates,' 197-.
. . r,

.

Ford, George A.

Nanning your Future: A workbook for Personal
Goal Setting

University Assoc ates, 1976
A

macCay, 'James Ti

The Management o Time
Rentice-Hdll, 997

Nelsoll,.Robert E.
Decision Makin
Vision Publishing,_1976

Pe'ale, Norman V.

The'Power of Positive Thinking

7rentice-Hal1,1952.

- Check comprehension.

Tell students to repeat reading

and doing Post 4sessmebt

acceptable stan4ard is reached:

Discuss with individuals any

disagreements over appropriate

Answers and be flexible.
,

k.

A

"T.



4.0°Tride Math

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will Complete]e diagno'sti.e examination to''-
determine his or her level of math competency, and will recetve.instructioli in ,
those areas of mathematics in which he or she exberiences difficulty.

.

=.

.

INTRODUCTION: People in everY'apftenticeable occupation routinely use maths :los
1in their work. The 'skilled worker who can perform.fast and accurate math ca
111

culations can work Trickly and efficiently.

tit

PRESENTATIO

4
. .0

TEACHING OUTLINE- °

<7

iPEACiliNG METHODS AND AIDS

°

4.1 Math Diagnosis

A.. Used to test skills

1. Math diagnostic exam, attached,

or other suitable exam.

4.2 MathiRemedial

JA. .Used to upgrade sails

1. Modules, as listed, improve

'performance levels.

.

ti

. c.
P

"placement exam concept

fltkliiiMster exam4
Grade Performance

o

Assist student to achieve

performance level

.

r

5O-
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'ILS Math--Linear Measurement

ILS MathWhole Nudiers

'Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication.

Division

.

ILS Math--Addition. & Subtraction

common fractions and mixed numbers
$

ILS Math--Multiplication & Division of

'=common fractions and 'whole andlixed

numbers - A.

01,

ILS Math- compound numbers

ILS Math - -Percent

Math - -Ratio and Proportion

MS' Math -- Decimals

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplicatior

Division
,.,

ILS Matil-;t:Perimeteri Areas and Volumes

-4

ILS Math--Circumfrence and Ark of Circles

TB Math--Areai of Plane Figures, Volumes

.of Solid Figures

ILS Ma thMetri cs

1

ge
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4.0 Trade Math-Diagnosis-
Plecement,Test

Read the distance from the start
the nearest 1/32".

F=

B= G=

'7. e

1

)
Name

R Date

of the 'ruler to the letteri A through 0 to

rk H=

D

I 41

3
1J t III

4
'dl"

L r M N I,- 0

L=

A
D= lL N=

J =.

1

r-

e

:52 .

0

4



2. -

.
86 + 240 + 1,320 + 16 +

40- 16

292 X,16 =

180f 5=

r.

A contractor buys 400 saqsof rock for three different-jobs. On the first

job he uses 78 sacks; on the second,.85 sacks; and on the third, 205 sacks.

Now many sacks does he have left?'
-%

A contractor's bid on a schoolibuilding.i $78,20. When one Wing,is

omitted to cut. costs, he is a 1"e7to-cut h s-bid by.$16,228. What is his/

new figure? ** :
. . .

---=----
. '

3.

If a bundle orock lath weighs 35 lbs.'and it is permissible to place 700

ibs. on any one areaon a floor, how Many bundles can be Illaded on any one

area? .

4

1

If 5 lbs. of putty are required to install one lightiof glass, how Many

Lights can "be installed with 85, lbg.? .

3

\\,._2

t
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I

One-third of a box of class is needed to glaze the north elevation of a

building; 2/3 df a. box is needed to glaze the south elevation; 1/16 of a

box is needed to glaze the east elevation; and 1/2 of a box-is needed to-
glaze the west elevation. Holq many boxes are needed to glaze all four
elevations?

From a bundle containing'101 linear feet of molding, a cabinetmaker uses
the following amounts: 11 1/3', 8 3/4',[ 12 1/8',,and 9 5/8'. How many
linear feet of molding does he use in all?

The product of 1/2 Zt 7/8 is:

The quotient of 1/4 1/3 is:

If aroll of carpet -weighs 467 1/2 lbs. and a running foot of the carpet
weighs 2 1/8 lbs., how many running-feet are in the roll?

/*
' /

: ,

2. .

`A piece, of pipe must be cut to 3/8Ahe length of another pipe, Which is
long. How long a piece must be cut?

O

ff

r
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An architect indicates a 1)8" = 1'0" cafe in the drawing of a swimming
pool:'"What is this scale expressed a ,a ratio? . . ?

t

--bri A tile job in-which fireclay is to be used, a tilesetter tells his
helpeto mix mortar actording.to the following formula: 6 buckets of
river sand, 1 bucketpf fireclay, and 2 buckets of-cement. What is the
ratio 'of sand to fireclay in the mixture?

Divide 19',2" by 3' JO":

0 41

-

.

.

How many pieces of'2' 3"-wide gypsum lath will be needed to cover a wall
48' 6" long? AW \

,
I

.. . *4 .

4

I

II

Zio
, e

What is the perimeter of a room 20' wide and 30' long?

-of

What is the area, in square feet, of a floor 42' by 421T"

t

How many cubic yards of dirt have been removed for the basement and foundations
of a-house if the excavation Is 35'.1ong, 35' wide, and averages 5' deep?

I

0

53
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The areaof a circular putting green with a radius of 17'.is how many
square feet?

.

What is the area of a circular floor with a.diamdter of 101_
dearest square foot?

,.to the

What is the'area, in squarelches, of an acute triangle with a base of
8 1/2' and an .altitude of ri 1/4"?

What. is the Area in square feet, of the floor, show.n below?

*

How many cubic yards of concrete will be needed for the foundation Walls
and footings in the plan below if the walls. are 6" ,thick and 18" deep, and
if the foo.tings (shown in dotted lines) will require 2 5/27 'Cu. yd. of concrete?

1. 6

2. 6 2/3
3. 7'
4'. 7 1/6

9 0 --01
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Mot is the total area-,'in square feet, of-the exterior wall and gable
shown below, exclUding window areas?

11.

3 inches

5.4 inches

7 feet

3.2 feet

6.5 yards

15.3 m

12.7 cm

50.8 mm

0

O

E 30" 1-1
-113.6"141 3'6"k-

Metrics

'.
t.-0 I

L
a

cm

cry

m

m

m

inches

inches

inches

S

4
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5.0 Physical Requirements/Welding.

.e/

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will demonstrate knowledge of physical
requirements of the trade and the processes of physical development.

INTRODUCTIA: The trade requires certain physical skills and abilities of the .

worker. It is necessary that the student be' aware of the physical demands of

the trade and understand factors oT physical development. '

PRESENTATION

s
r-

TEACHING OUTLINE

5.1 Physical Requirements

A. Strength , ,

1. Lifting.

a. material and equipment; weights

will vary with job.

2. Carrying. :

a. tools, equipment and, materials;

weights will vary with job.

3.' Pushing.
.

a. aligning
\leces

to be fabricated.

4. P911411r-,7'

a. mong ga, tank cart.
4'1

O

.
f,)

TEACHING METHODS A AIDS

On-site visit or classroom

simulation.

. ,Demonstrate.

B: Lead discussion 'or question

on job site

C. Discuss proper technique

D. Administer work sheet

V

t.

rye



B. Balance

1. Climbing.

a. ladders/scaffolding on laisge or

elevated work.

2. Balancing.

a. while on ladders/scaffolding.

C. Body DeXterity

I. Stooping.,

a. welding near floor.

2. Kneeling. \-a+

a. welding-on floor surface.

3. Crouching.

a. checking welding near floor level.

4. Crawling.

a. depends on job.

= 5. Standing.

--4L: depends on job.

44. 6. Sitting.

a. depends on job.

7. Walking.'t

a: --movement around jobsite.

4 8. Reclining.

.a. depends on job.

D. Manual bexterity.

1. Reaching above shoulder.

a. overhead welds.

2. Reachirig below shoulder.

a. low level Welds.

3. Handling.

a. grasp torch.

4. Fingering.

a. operating tank/torch valves.

5. Feeling.

a. weld surface at joints.

0
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E. Talking

1. Normal comffiuniscation.

F. Hearing

1. Normal communication.

G. Vision

1. Notmal vision.

a. movement about job site.

2. Acuity near.

a. .joint alignment/weld continuity.

3. Color vision.

a. flame color:

-H. Coordination

1. Hand-arm:,

a. use ef welding torch.

2. Foot-leg.

a. climbing ladder.

3. Eye-Rand-foot.

j a. welding while on rased platform

or ladder.

4

.

tIt

GO

{
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IT PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES PRESENT IN THE TRA E: REQUIREMENTS (to be completed by student)

STRENGTH

Liftifig S

Weight Frequency BODY DEXTERITY

Stooping,

- De4tee

Acg.

Fre-
que,ncy

,

MANUAL DEXTERITY , t-

, .

Reaching-above Shodj'der

°Activ.

Degree
pf

. ,

Fre=1

quen-1

c.Y '

".

.

Carrytng
, Kneeling

,.. 0

Reaching-below shoulder. ''',

si

.
, .

.A-
e Pushing grouching

.

.

Ilj

Handling- ,.-

f

,

,

Pulling
Crawling

_

.

Fingering ' .

_
1

1-44rop

.
,

1

BALANCE
- .

.

,

Clicbing

Need Frequency Standing
' ,, .

Feeling -.
...

/ Sitting .

TALKING (speech.)-

.

Fre-
luenc,

. 4
Walking.-

Balancing -

.
.

HEARING ,

,

Acuity

,

..

Range

Rec 1 g ,

...

VISION

Norral vision

Need Frequency
VISION (Cont'd)

'

COORDINATION

. ,

°

Hand-arm ..
.

Degree Fre-

uenc,
(0

..

Acuity-near
, Color' vision .

foot -leg %''

,

- .

- .

Acuity -far- , Field of'vision
.

Eye-Hand-Foot

.

.

.

Death perception
,

.

.

4
6 I.
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5.? Individual Developmental.Processes

A. Maturatton

1. ;Causes physical changes in height and

body,proportion.

2. Causes emotional.changes.

3. A, gradual process.

4. Fluctuates from person to person.

, .

B. Nutrition

1. Vital to normal growth and develop-

ment.

2. Essential food groups.

a. dairy products.

b. meat.

c. vegetableS and fruits.

d. bread and cereals.

C. Personal,Care and Exercise

1. Good'grooming habits.:

2. Sufficient'sleep and relax\a-bon.

a. fatigue increases chances for

accidents.

3. Hobbies.

a. source of relaxation, help to

maintain good attijude.

4. Daily exercise.

a. stimulates interest.

b. relieves stress.

D. Substance AbrAe

1. Marijuana.

a. affects nervous system.

b. affects thinking, judgment and

coordination.

c. long-term effects unknown. -

Pt)
uti

a,

fts Physical Development

Explanation and Discussion

'Invite- Specialist

.1

45
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2. LSD.

a. affects chemjc'a. level in brain:

b. produces bizarre mental reactions.

3: Barbiturates.

a. one of most commonly abused drugs.

'b. slow responies.

c. physically addicting.

d. long-term use causes personaliij,

disorders.

4. Amphetamines. -

a. affect central nervous system.

b. commonly abused.

c. cause psychological dependence.

d. dull emotions and impair ability

to make decisions.

G Alcoh 1.

a. ps chologically addicting.

*..

E. Meeting Various Trade 'Requirements

1. Recognize and prepare.
,

a. natural maturation processes may

play role.

b. exercise will play role.

11

On-job"..-site visiiations'and

consultation with occupational

therapist.

t.,

, A

I

tA
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6.0 Safety

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will.be able to identify those hazards, acts
and conditions which affect safety on the job and will be able to identify ways
to avoid or correct them.

INTRODUCTION: A good worker is-a safe worker; injUry affects production, as well
as the ability of a person to earn a living.

PRESENTATION
k

TEACHING OUTLINE

c

TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

6.1 General Safety Precautions

A.. Always keep.Oxy-acetylene cylinders.in

upright position.

B. Mount cylinders on wheeled cart or in-

stall- in upright, permanent pOsition.

C. Secure Cylinders to cart with chain

D. Don't store cylinders near excessive

heat

E. ways leave protective cap on cylinders

when handling and.transpOrting

F. Avoid rough handling; oxygen,cylinders

have total pressure force of 30 tons; if

t).

ILS'W 2001

ILS W 2005
e

Explain, discuss and distuss



f

ruptured, have.rocket's'actions

G. Never use leaking cylinder

H. Always 'run oxygen through regulator.

I. Keep cylinder-fittings free from oil or

grease; 4011 form compound which can

ignite.

J. Never oil any equipment or regulators

K When testing for leaks, use soapy water

and soft brush.

L. Nevj use oxygen to bloiv Off-cfothet.
,

M. When*Oening oxygen cylinder valves:

stand to one side and open first turn

very slowly; high pressure in cylinder'

may blow outakjie_.--4-

N. Never light torch with both valves open;,

light acetylene first, ',

0. Always use striker to light.-torch; never

matches.

P. Always-wearlgoggles:

Q. Neverr-strikarc on oxy-acetylene cylin-

L'-dersi.

R. Acetylene is unstable at pressures above

15; psi; never alloWpressure to rise

above 'that:level,

S. Use correct hoses for each gas; red for

acetylene, green or black for oxygen.,,'

T. Use only proper size wrench for all fit-

tings; they are brass and will be damaged

or ruined if corners are rounded off..'

U. Always open oxygen valve completely to

avoid leakage around stem.

V. Never open acetylene cylinder valve more

than' 1h turns.

W. Leave acetyldne cylinder wrench in place

to ensure ability to cloe rapidly in

case of fire.

vv

06
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4
7.0 First Aid

40L

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will, successfully complete an eight -hour
multi -media first aid claSs; taught by a qualitied instructor, and will obtain a
First Aid Card. . e

INTRODUCTION: Persons employ in any occupation, especially those occupations
which deal with power and hand tools, encounter situations when first aid may be
neces ary to prevent an jury from becoming more serious. A. first aid course,

ccessfully completed, repares individuals to'cope.with many of those situations.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

7:1 First Aidr

A. Eight-hour gulti-media course, or

equivalent, offered 'by:.

1. *Red Cross

12. Medical Services, Inc.

3. Police Department

4. Fire Department

5. Other,service and health

organizations.

7

4

Administer course Or
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8.0-Blueprint Reading.

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to.identify endOng, se the concepts
of working drawings' an4/their components: scaling 04 dimensipn gSketching,
orthographic, pictorial and isometric, projections, a5 1111 $5 cq StructiOn
symbols eommonly found in blueffints.* 1 ,

INTRODUCTION: A'skilled worker must'understand the lanquag$. pliffiriqpoto
advance in any trade where prints are used,

414,'

I

PRESENTATION

4

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS,

8.1 Scaling and Dimensioning '

A. Scale

1. The ratio

2'.

of drawing dimensions

to object dimensions.

Always indicated on d 'rawi.ng.

3. Vary, depending on 'size of paper

and detail to be shown.

4. Nasured"Warthjtect's scale,

engineer's scale, draftperson's
-

scale.

5. Te chnique of.me9surement:

architect's scale.is placed

it drawing, read-in marked incre-
,

ments. .

m0.7'

SCALE: 3/44.1.0. AppaCOVLO. DY:

13ATe G.- iso

OFFICE. RE

Scale as Shown

Architect's kale-

:tri1 iIihilitiw.I2]121+-

--. Scale( Measurement
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C.

,

.6

B. Dimensions

1.. Are size descriptions for drawp

.objects.. - .

2. Located on working,drawings by:

a. dimension linkindicate

distance. between two points

(usually betven two,exten-

sion lines); contain dots or

arrows at ends.

b. extension lines- -mark the

beginning and end of distance

3. Placid in orderly fashion on

droning.

8.2 Sketching

.Uses.

1. ,For conveying rough ideas or

organizing ideas.

For details, developed from ,-

existing drawing.

B. Materials

1. Pencil, soft lead.

2. Eraser, gum.

;3. Paper:coordinate.

a. rectangular Oid

b. isometric grid

.Size, Proportions

I. Generally, not drawn t&sca4e,

but should remain prbportjpnately

accurate.

4,

6-1

Dimensions

t

. Lead
Holder

11111111b).

111111 11111.
1111111111111111W
11111111111111111 ..

Rectangular
Grid

Isometric Grid I

3

,

.



"M.

ID Procedures

1. Determine overall size of object..

. 2.' Create shoi lines by one firm,

,quick stroke.

a, go through motion of stroke

with ,pencil removed from

paper.

b. pencil point on paper entire

time,

E. Basic Forms

1. Squares, rectangles, triangles,
000-

circles.
.

2. Layout crosses (intersecting

-----'lines) to provide reference

points for drawing.

3. Circles and arcs sketched with
. .

little finger of drawing-hand

as pivot; move paper, not hand.

,

8.3 4.1:aWing Types and Views

A. Orthographic Projection

1. Called orthograpic drawingOir

"'true" drawings, also "three:

view" or "multiview."

2. Almost universally used 4R

architect and engineer drawings.
3. Drawn to scale.

4. Each view shows one 'pace or side

of object as seen froni square

view.

5. Possible to indicate true size,,

shape and location of 'all object

parts, and dimension clearly.

Explain and Discuss;,,

Al) References made to:

ILS Scaling andaimensioning0

ILS Sketching

ILS Types of'Drawings and Views

S

0.rthograp wing
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6: Each view is 90° rotation of

other view.

7. All related views must be°studied

together,to visualize object

shape.

B. Types 0Lines

1. Border Line.

a. a.thick, solid black line

(blue).

b. shows geographical or space

borders.

2. Visible object line.

a. a thinner.sOlid black'line

t

(blue).

b. shbws visible edges of Object.

3. Hidden object line'.

A. .a line -of equidistant and

-equal length dashes.

b. shows edges of importdnt

elements hidden from view.

4. Section line. (

a.' .a thick, broken line with

arrows furnedat 90° angle:

.b: delineates sections of object

represented.

5. Center line:

a. a thin line of alternately'

long arid-short dashes,

. shows centers of objects

(doorways, e.g.) and rela=

tionship with given

'sions.-

4

Border Line ,

Object Line

(-7

Hidden Abject Line.

/Section Line

tenter Line
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..,

`IP 6. Long break line.

a. a thin solid line, straight;

' with occasional zigzags.

b. indicates a break in object.

7. Extenoion line,

a. a Orort thin line, drawn .

perpendicular to dimension

Iine.

b. shows beginning and ending

oint of measurement; lines

aye` extensions of, object or

. part.

8. Dime0i n line.-.

a. a io,g thin line, with dots

or arrows on each end, broken

in middle for numbs. .

b, touch extension lines and

give measurement from one

,

.
extension line to another.'

C. Pictorial Drawing
..'

1, Shows 'more than dne.face of'

object.

2. Advantage: easier for lay person

to understand.

3. Disddvantage: distorted'object

lines and angles.

4. Useful to give lcompleteelook

renderings.

ft.

11/

bng
, '7c

(Weak LiKe.

Extension Line

Dimension

Line

,,a111

nawing

of

'72
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D. Axonometric Drawing

1. A type of pictorial drawipg.

2. Three principle axes used.

3. Can represent any object by

changing viewpoint.

4. Isometric position is principle

one used.

E. Isometric Drawings

I. Viewed from exact position in

which three of sides are equally

foreshortened.

2. Three axes: one axis vertical

and other two at 30
o

from hori-

zontal base.

.3. Will appear in true proportion.

4. Will not fn true scale

'lengths.

r

qz.
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9.0 Equipment/Welding

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to describe the general char-
acteristics,of welding.

INTRODUCTION:" The welder must develop skill in various welding processes if he
or she is to be skilled in the welding trade.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING 0911INE

9.1 Equipment,,_

A: Operation

1. Uses consumable wire which is fed

ithroughsa gun at:a coqinudus'.rate.in

a gas shielded atmosphere.

2.. The wire carries the current and is

the electrode.-

3 Advancing Wire is melted by high temp-
4

erature electric Arc to form globule..

of molten metal for filling the weld.

4. Can be automatic or semi-automatic.

TEACHING, METHODS AND AIDS

Overhead Master'GMAW ProCess



GMAW Equipment

ARE FEED CONTROL SYSTEM
WIRE REEL OR COILWIRE FEED CONTROL

(AMPERAGE) AL FLOWMETER

WORK GAS OUT

GUN CONTROL

UNUN

SHIELDING GAS
SOURCE
'(WHEN USED)

VOLTAGE CONTROL

GROUND

AMP 'METER
VOLT METER.

-*POWER
ON-OFF SWITCH,

CONTACTOR,
CONTROL

110 A/ SUPPLY'

POWER SUPPLY

WELDING
TERMINALS

*DCRP: MOST GTAW APPLICATIONS

(NOTE: SOME FLUXCORED GTAW IS DONE WITH tiCSP)
7 6



B. Power Supply --Rectifier Containing .

1. AMP meter--displays,amperage or current

being used.

2. Volt meter--displaysvoltage available.

3. Voltage control--turh to set desired

voltage.

4. Power switch--turn power supply on/off.
§7

5. 'Welding terminals--cOnnection for

ground and gun-cables.

6. Voltage sUpply"to wire feed system.

C. Wire. Feed Mechanism

1. .Contains controls for:

a: wire feed; sets amperage and rate

of wire feed by turning aknob.

b. gas.solenoid; activates gas floe.

when.9chine is on.

c. witer control; supplys water for

cooling waiter- cooling gun.

.d. feed rolls; drives wire frompreel

to gun when gun is turned on.

e. power contractor; cable .from wirg
. , ,

feecRcontrdlpanel to power supply

aJlowingwire feed machanism to be

placed in remote location from
.1

-power supply.

4. ,wire reel; filler metal in wire

form is rolled on spool and fed

through, mechanism to gun from the

reel.

2. 4Weldingsgun.

a. ,manually operated gun with trigger
. ,

control.

delivers wire, gas,"and current

to welding area

c. 'cooled in two. ways:

Overhealipaster GMAW Equipment

ILS W5001
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SHIELDING GAS IN

1

(

0

<

GMAW Process

SOLID ELECTRODE WIRE
4

CURRENT CONDUCTOR

RECTION OF TRAVEL

DCRP

4

k

WIRE GUIDE AND Q..

760NtAdiftrUBE (TIP)

(4) .

(-1

CONSUMABLE ELECTRODE

73
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a. A

at

A

7.

4,
214.

(1) water; used with current above

AMPs.'

(2)-air;'?orAilding light gage

metal usingless thln 200 AMPs.
. .

.

(1) push.; for larger diameter wire..

(2) pull; for smaller wire, com-

moray called micro=wire.

3. Shielding gas.

a. usually'supplied iri a tank or

. cylinder.

4. Flow meter.

a. valve and regOetor to adjust

'supply of gas at required rate.

5. Consumable wire.
0

a:- filler wire avirg similar' compo-

isition as m al to be welded;

usually available in several dia-

meters and is woumi on .3pool or

reel.

D. Gases

1. Different types and thicknesses of

metal require different gases to

insure smoothness of operation, good

weld appearance and quality and maxi-

mum.welding speed.

2. IMportant welding gases used in mig

welding.'

a. argon.

(1) provides a stable-arc, reduces]

splatter, uses low arc voltage

(2) recommended for welding alL-

minum, coppensnickle, titanium
a. '

b argon plds ygen (oxygen upto

ILS W5001
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(1) improves penetration, better

weld contour, reduces under-

cutting.

(2) used low alloy steels,

carbon steels, stainless steel

,c. carbon .dioxide.

.00- (1) a broad, deep penetration

pattern is obtained, good bead

contour, eliminates undercuts,

low cost, avoids, weld spatter

prOblems due to violent arc.

(2)weldlow carbon steel.

d. argon plus CO2 (up to 80% CO2).

(1) improved weld appearance,.

reduced spatter, reduced cost.

(2) used for, mild steel, low alloy

steel,', some stainless steel.:

E. Metal Trankt'er-

1. Metal is transferred in MIG process

" by one of two methods.

a. "spray arc"

(1) drops of molteOletal move

from wire elec&ode through

arc column to work in argon

Or argon-exygen shield.:

(2) with carbon dioxide or argon-
.

carbon dioxide shielding gas,

a molten ball forms at end of

electrode;, when drops are,

larger than diameter ofW.ire,

it is called globular transfer,

0 woke:
S.

4.

D

ILS W5001
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GMAW. Electric Wire Stick Out

o

. .:

GAS NOZZLE

o

4 -

.CONTACT TUBE OR TIP

1
I -

TIP TO-'WORK DISTANCE
: .

/

i ACTUAL STICK OUT

/II- ANIERAG ARC, LENGTH

...).
..,, I - . ,./ -, . ..,

:4'(STICK OUT IS TIR-TO-WORD .-

I
)



b. "short arc"
k

(1) uses low currents low voltage

small wire diameter.

(2) shallow.weld,penetration is

obtained; molten drop short-

'circuits arc average Of 100

times a second; metal is-
/ 41

transferred with each short-

circuit.

2
F. Proper Sequence

1. Set voltage, wire feed and gas flow

for type welding being done.

Adjust wir,e for proper amount of

stick'-out.

3. Start arc and move gun along seam.at

uhiform speed, keeping buhat proper

angle.

4. If filler wire sticks to metal or '-

freezes tb tip, turn off machine and

free wire.

0 5. 'Release trigger.at'end of seam.

6. Shut off welding uni1;. sequence.

a.. turn OFF wire speeecOntrol.

b, shut-OFF gas flow at cylinder.

c.. squeeze welding gun to bleed lines

d. hang up welding gun, e

e. tshut off welding machine.

-..

Tungsten ArWelding--TIG (GNAW)

A. Power Supply

.1. Constadt-cUrrent,power.source; may be

_. ..-- AC (alternating current), DC (direct

4. \''
current) or combination AC.-DC ..i

`if ' 1
...,

ot

.

Welding Skills and Practices

Overhead Master GMAW Electric

Wire Stickobt.
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/

f.

.1

44.

4

GTAW Ptocess,

I

Filler Rod Arc Stream :

for Reinforcement
,

..:-
g- .7

. t.4..y.
tase Metal -,: e. 1: si..

, .

I

Current

Inert Gas

...
'Ttingsien Eleetrode

MoltenWed Pool

w.

A.0:*:Z.MP .

inert Gas. Shield

I

e

a

4

Backups Bar..

Av
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2. Most TIG power sources are metal arc

(stick electrode)' power sources'with

special attachments.

3. Controls and parts.

a. fine current adjustment; 5 to 500

AMPs turn to select correct

amperage.

b. remote amperage control; recep-

tacleand switch fir remote foot

current control:\

c. polarity -q1tC11.; selects straight

or reverse polarity.

. contractor control; for-addittonal

equipmqnt.

e. coarse current selector; select

low, mid, high current range.

f. TIG torch connections; electrical

supply to torch.
:

g. gas after - timer
;

supplies gas-

-shield to weld after torch iS off.
. ,

h. higifirequen67adSustment; turn

for correct setting. -

i. high frequency switch; turns,on

..high.frequenty generator for an

even C'current supply. ,

power switchCturns 0 machine.

B. Torches

-1. Air,or water cooled, manually Operated.

a. .conduct both the welding Current.
- ,

and ineitigas to\deld zone.

b. atrhcooled torch for:low-current

aria light gage materials.

c. water-cooled for amperages-over

2Q0 AMPs.

1
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\

-d: holds non-consumable electrode

rigidly by means of a.collet which

screws into body of torch; elec-

trode is of tungsten.'

e. nozzle of torch is a ceramic cup

of suitable size and shape for

correct distribution of gas)or

shielding.

C. Foot Control

:1111. When pressed with fOot,.both current

and gas flow starts; current flow

varies with foot pressure.

D. Gas Cylifiderand,Regulator

, 1. Regulates supply of inert gas to torch

E. .Hosei

1: died to supply gas and water to,torch.

ik

F. Advantages and Disadvantages
.-

1. TIG Welding.

a. gas tungsten arc wOding (GTAW)

b. open apc welding, process in Which

metalis melted by an electric larc

passing betwe,fta porconsumable

tungston ele4ode and,the base
.

metal.

c. molten metal is 'Sbielde&from

harmful atmospheric gases by -;
.

. _ ..

- ,.

blanket of-inert gas fed through

' torch nozzle. .

"1; d. shielding as is usually argdn,',

-

)

occasionally helium or argon-
.

helium mixture. .

:-. /1.- is

..\*

ILS W4010

Welding Skills and Practices

,q1741 Equipment Process, PoWer.

,Supply, Torch
?-
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a

e. 'shielding gas prevents oxidatipn of

base metal ancrelectrode.

f. ,filler metal is added in manner

similar to oxy-acetylene welding

process.

2. Advantages..

a. no after cleanup.

b. weld puddle clearly visible.

c. arc clearly visible.

d. no slag or 'spatter. ,

miniaum'distortion or stress.,

f. very clo4 control of weld current

g. excellent for pipe welding.

h, can weld map/ ferrbus and .non-

ferrous metals.

2. Disadvantages.

a. equipment is more expenive and

. ,

b. . higher operating cost::

c. high degree of.m5hipulative skill,

required.

d: :nearly ideal welding conditions

4Te:required.

9.1,3, OXy-acetylene-Welding

A. Equipment CoTponenis .

1. Acetylen cylinder.

-a. acetylene-0's is Mghly"Combus-

tile.

b, unstable and explosive.under

6 .15 lbs. psi or more.

c. cylinder is filled with porous

'mater.ial and baked.,,

d. acetone is added to fill.porcs,.

I\

4.

as

r

'Overhead Transparency

Welding Equipment, Regulators,

Torch

ILS W2001-2007
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8. acetylene is then added under

pressure; acetone absorbs aCe

tylene art holds it safely at

250.1bs.'or more.

'f.' cylinder has safety plug of lcw
temperature lead which melts at

212° F. to allow gas to escape

slowly and prevent\exploSiOn

case of firer

2. Oxygen cylinler.

a.- s4mless drawn steel cylinders..

b. charged oifilled 140th oxygen at

pressure of 2200 psi for all sizes

at 70° F. 't
c. sizes of cyli ders; 224 cubic

feet, 122 cubic \feet, 80 lubic

feet.

O

d. prgssmre of oxygen will increase

or decrease,with,temperature;

amount of gas r glainsthe same.

e. protectjve,cap crews onto cylin-

der ring'to protect valveiwhen

moving.or in transport; d6 not

lift tank by c

f. safety nut on valve will-slowly

reduce cylinder pressure/if it

become too high.

safety disc in safety\ nut will

burst at pressure Ai 2840 pounds

psi; .it .1.01 melt at 40° F.',

allowing-' oxygen to escape through

holes in idfety nut.
I

v
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1)1 -1- al
"t" as o

,

A

\\OXYGEN .i,!. -.0iyacety
CYLINDER

VALVE OXYGEN

ACETYLENE
REGULATOR '

ACTYLENE
CYLINDER ,

VALV
ACETYLENE-

CYLINDER

SAFETY
CHAIN,

REGULATOR

a 0

the Welding EquipTent

FLINT LIGHTERt .

1

OXYGEN
CYLINDER

-

XYGEN 1NG (RIGHT:-/jHAND,T1413§AQS)

0XYGE,N.TORGHVALYE.'*.-.

/ TORCH BODY i\WELDING

- s
L

40

CYLINDER T1,10C.

_ACETYLENE FITTING
(Hex;grooved but,leftthand threads)

-.-
CETYLENE TORCH, VALVE.
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3. Acetylene and,oxygen regulators'.

a. 'main purpose, to reduce very high

1 cylinder pressUre tolow, safe,

working pressure; also provides an
. -

even continuous flow of gas to

torch.

'6. types of regulators.
,

(1) single-stage; pressure reduced

in one step or stage,

(2) two-stage; kessueb reduced

in twc steps or stages.

c. cylinder gauges.

(1) two gauges on each cylinder;-

one measures cylinder pressure

one measures gas flow to'torch

4. Set of oxy-actylene hoses.

a: hoses are color-coded:

11) red; acetylene; left-hand

th'read on fittings.

(2) black or green; oxygen; right-
,

hand thread on fittings.

b. 'all fittings are brass.

5. Torch body and tips.
.

a. Ural mixes acetylene and oxygen

in correct amounts' and Oefilits-'

mixliture:to flow to end'of tip

b.: types of torches.

. .41):injector torclfor use with.

very low pi-essure acetylene.

(2) equal pressure torch; used

-with Cylinder gases.

c. tips come i differtnt sizes,

14measured by jameter of hole in

end of tip.

%142007



Welding Regidato
51-D

ORKING PRESSURE

GAUGE 0-150 PSI A. ,OXYGEN 11EGULATOR 'GAUGES

2., CYLINDER PRESSURE GAUGE 0 to 3000 PSI

.

bXYGEW-CYLINDER
3

INLET FITTING

4. OXYGEN REGULATORADJUSTING SCREW

5
OXYGEN HOSE

OUTLET FITTING

B. ACETYLENE REGULAteR.

IYLINDER

RE GAUGE

400 PSI

7. WORKING

PRESSURE GAUGE

0 TO 30 PSI'

ACETYLENE REGULATOR8.-
ADJUSTING SCREW

9. ACETYLENE HOSE OUTLET FITTING

a

10. ACETYLENE

. e CYLINDER
fNLET FITTING'

, 1
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. .

d. torch threads should always be

protected by having a tip cecut-

ting head attached.

B. Assembly of Equipment

1. Secure both cylinders (oxygen and

- acetylene) to a stationary object, or

to-,0 portable cart.
=.444-4.,

2. Remove steel valve-protecting caps. I

3. 1Blow out any foriegn material which

_might have entered the valve by'open-

ing andclosing valve quidkly;

referred to as "cracking the valve';

never stand in front of valve when

"crackin
1

4. Check oxygen cylinder valve outlA

and regulator threads for damage, then

attach oxygen%regulator to oxygen

c.Ylinder;look for green color-code,

if any., .

"-5; Check oxygen regulator pressure adjust-

. ing screw; should be turned opt

(counter-clockwisle) which means

regulator,t5,off;1 open cylinder valve

very slowly at first, then continue
.

until wide, open; stem i's:nov sealed.
. ,

TurnioreSsure'adju§ting screw in until

'a IsMall'ainount of oxyg4n. flows,.

througi.hose opening; after cleaning.,,.#

gut any d4st, close cylinder valve .

and back off pressure regulating-

screw. .

W2002
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'6.

.

rollow same procedure with acetylene

cylirider and regulator .(With the

excepttonthat,acetylene cylinder

valve is opened only 3(4 turn); if

0..ght threads are encountered, may.

be lubricated only with glyEerin or

soap.

7. Attach green or black hose 'to oxygen

,regulator. . .

8! Attach red hose to acetylene regulator

9. Attach other end of hoses to fittingS

of welding torch and tighten all

fittings with the proper wrehch;

always check threads for damage before

threading.

10. Open` oxygen cylinder valve very slowly

at first, and then open ",the way.

'11. Open acetylene. cylinder about 3/4 turn

to assure fast shutdown in case of

emergency.

12,- Make sure torch valvesare closed;

turn pressure-.adjusting screws clock-
.

wise desired pressures show on

the gauges.

13. Test-for leaks,with soap and Water

solution at following plices.

oxygen cylinder valve.

b. acetylene cylinder valve.'

'c. oxygen regulator connection.

*IN acetylene regulator connection.

e. all hose connections.

f. all hose to torch connections.

-g. welding tip connection:

h. hoses,,,-ifworn places are evident.

.r

As
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i. apply solution with soft brush and

watch fdr bubbles; if buies

appear retighten and test; if leak

persists, remove fitting, clean.

thread's and seating surfacee,

replace and retest.

C. Oxygen and Acetylene Regulator-

1. PurpoSe.

a. reduce high pressure of cylinder

t6 low, safe worOng pressure.

b. give an even, continuous flow of

gas td torch.
1

2 Operation.

a. high pressure gas enters regulator

from cylinder into chamber of .

regulator. r

b. pressure in chamber rises until it

overcomes pressure of.a spring.

c. diaphragm is deflected to right of

valve and closes, preventing more

gasfrom entering chamber.

torch withdraWs gas,'dropping

pressure in chamber, which causes-

diaphragm to move left and allows

more', as to. enter chamber.

e. pressure adjusting screw is

d.

inserted to press on end of spring

and varies tension to obtain any

preAure desired.

3. Difference between oxygen and acety-

lene two-stage regulator.

a. main difference is gauge'readings
.

or calibrations.

41,
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I

d. two-stage regulators identified

by position of first stage mechan-

ism on back:of regulator, offset

and not in line 'OA adjusting

screw.

5. Single-stage regulator.

less expensive/than two-stage.

b . ,no intermediate chamber.
2

c. ,gas from cylinder flows into regu-

lator, controlled entirely by

adjusting screw.

d. di5todvantage, as cylinder pressure

drops, regulator pressure drops

and occasional adjustment of .

pressure is .necessary.

D. Manifold Regulator

Purpose.

0.1

a. to describe a Manifold system.

-b..-turning oon and, adjusting regulator

c. turning off regulator.

2. Description.

a. manifold system-is used to pipe s'

gases tored in Separate areas to'

weldinb area.

b. in storage area one or more tanks

may be connected to a line.

c. reduces tank pressure to line

pressure,(manifold pressure)

required at work area

(1) oxygen--50 to 60 psi.

(2) acetylene- -15 psi.

ILS W2006
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d. working pressure gauge and Yegula-

tor and line valve are .connected

to gas line .at work.area; torch

'hoses are attached to regulators;

no manifold gauge located in work

are..a.,';

3. Turning on and adjung.

a. turn on line valve for gas to

regulator.

b. set regulator by turning adjusting

screw (clockwise) on regulator to

pressure required for welding.

c. opencorresponding needle valve

(on torch) to determine-if there

is a drop in pressure on gauge.

(1) if there is a drop in pressure

set regylator adjusting screw

to correct,pressure.

d.' -close needle (torch) valve.

e. pressure on gauge will-read higher

with needle valve closed if a

correction was made, but working

pressure will be correct when

melding.
1 .

= f.' follow apcedure for each gas

. regulator.

4. Turning off Yle'gulators.

a. turn off acetylene torch, (needle)

valve; eliminates any small flaMe

'or soot.

b. turn off oxygen needle (torch).

valve.

c. turn off line valves:

d: turn, both oxygen and acetylene

.regulator adjusting screws,

counter-clockwise until they turn

freely.

ILS W2003
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e. open needle valves on torch until'

pressure gauges read zero..

f. close needle valves.

g. hang up torch.

E.. Torches and Tips 2

1. Torch parts,

.body or torch handle; pal-t.held

by operator.

b. needle valves; control as flow

to make adjustments to flame.

c. mixer; mix .gases as .they flow to'

tip.,

d. welding tip; concentrate flame

and 6ireCt it in desired direc-

tion; 'tips come in.various sizes.

2. Torch types.

a. injector torch or blowpipe.

(1) designed to use with very-low

pressure acetylene ( lb. psi

or less).9
!

(2)..oxygen draws.ac ylene ,into

oxygen.stream. ;

(3) advantage; proportions:of gas

tend to remain constant, mak-

ing it unnecessary to adjust

gas to maintain required flame

b. equal.pressure torch.

(1), most commonly used.

(2) used with cylinder gas.

(3) each gas is supplied at equal

preSsure, enough,to force it

. into mixing chamber (3 lbs.

acetylene requires ,3 lbs.

oxygen).

IL 2007
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3. Torch tips.
a. size of tip is determined by size

of hole at end of tip.
6 b. size numbering system is deter-

Mined largely by manufacturer;

same-sie:tips may be marked dif-
ferently if made by different .

manufacturerv.

c. use table to cross-reference ,tips

for substitution (see attached
table).

d. -tips accumulate carbon- in interior
and must be cleaned periodically.

4. Tip cleaning.
a. use special tip, cleaners.
b.: cle;ners are.a series of broaCh-

like wires of same diameter as tip
'hole.'

c. seleiit wire that cgrresizonds in
diameter to hole to be cleaned;'
use largest wire- that easily enters
hole.

.
d. turn on oxygen to blow loosed

particles frOm
e. insert tip without force; donot

bell hole:
f. remove by, pulling straight out.
g. repeat.

h. -if tip end is not square or is
scarred, file. end smooth', with

,,square edges, before cleaning tip;-
file shMld -J3e held' at right angle
to hole.

i. light Sanding Kith emery paper may

be done be-(ore cleaning hole...

a .

1,,
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F.. Lighting and Adjusting Torch Flame

1. Sequence.

a. assemble equipment and torch with
4

'tip.

b. -Kaye spaA lighteror striker

at hand.

c. .set regulators at proper pressures.

d. turn acetylene needle valve on no

more than 1/4 turn with torch

pointed downward.

e. h6ld 'striker flash pan at an

angle about one'inch frOM'tip.

f. squeeze striker handle to light

.torch immediately after turning on

needle valve, to avoid large flash

(1) if r;eedle valve is opened too

far, torch_wiloknot light, or,

will boom and pop out again;

- turn valve down.

(2) if needle valve is not opened

enough, black goot'wilt be'

evident; Open. valie.

g. with acetylene lighted correctly,

continue to open valve until most

black smoke disappears and,stop

before flame-jumps away from tip.

h.- slowly open oxygen 1,0dle valve.

'three parts to the flame will

°become evident as oxygen is

increased. - --"%;

- i. continue opening oxygen needle

valve.until center flame on

feather just disappears now notice

,a well-defined white cone appear

near tip, surrounded by bluish

cone; this is called neutral.

flame.

ILS W2004
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2. lypes'ot Flames.

a. neutral flame; equal amount oxygen

and 'acetylene.

(1) commonly used inmost welding'
4

and cutting operations;

usually about 6000
o

F.

b. carburizing flame; has excess

amount of acetylene.

(1) recommended for some welding

techniques; lower temperature

than neutral flathe.

c. oxidizing flame; adjusted with

slight excesSlof oxygen.

(1) inner coneis shorter flame;

makes hissing sound; will burn

steel, causes considerable

sparking, used for braze weld-
.

ing and fusion welding bf

A. brasses and bronzes.

3. Turning off torch.

a, turn acetylVne valve off cm-

., pletely.

b: turn oxygen ,ieedle valve off.

c. bleed line by opening acetylene

needle valve and back off regu-

lator, then close valve.

d. open oxygen needle valve, back -off

regulatr, close nevsile'vai've.

e. close cylinder valver.

4

a

a
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' 9.1.4 Manual'and Semi-Automatic Cutting,

Machines:-

4

A. Operations'

to red hot (about

of pure oxygen

area will burn through

a narrow slit called a fikerf.",

Cutting torch tips are designed to

: &preheat and provide'jety oxygen for

bUrnihg.

Balibcebetween speed of tip movement

across the metal, oxygen jet size and

intensity of the flame must be

achieved to insure a continuous opera-
.

. tion.

4. Large amount of cutting is done with

manual cutting torches.

5. Greatet4precision is accomplished

when torches are mounted on.controlled

speed machines.

1. Metal is heated

1600 0 F.); ajet

directed at .hot

B. Manual Cutting.
,

1. Two types.

..a. standard cutting torch; used for

cutting only.

(1) has oxygen needle valve and

acetylene needle ialve,'bOth

' on rear of torch body.

(2) "Use valves to adjust flame to

neutral, correct 'flame for

use. 4

(3) depress Uppereoxygen control

bar to direct high- pressure

oxygen to metal for cutting

action.

116
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b. .combination cutting tOrch; used

for both welding and cutting with

same equipment.

(1Nses welding torch body and

cutting attachilleqt.

(2) cutting attachment is used

with welding tip removed.

(3) installed byluse of threaded

nut and neop4ne seals.

(4) designed for' installation and

removal of attachments with-

out use of tools; hand-turn

pressure is adequate.

2. Tips for -cutting torches. -

a. many tip designs. available for

special purposes.

(1) gauging# cutting off rivet

.heads, heating.'

3. .Classificatfonof torches by mix.

a. injector; uses acetylene less

than one pound pressure.

b. balanced pressure; requires from
4

one to fifteen pounds pressure.

C. Semi-Automatic Burning Machine

1. Straight-line cutting machine.

a. most common.

b. self-propelled, runs on sections

of straight track.

c: uses standard cutting,torch:

kjeti4ustfor width, raises and

lowers,,angles and bevels.

e. cAn use more than one torch.

f. use variable speed reversible

motors.

I
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. Shape-cutting machineS.

a. may use a magnetic spindle and

single torch.

b. some use electric eye which locks

on to line of drawing and cuts

with great accuracy:

c. magnetic types magnify any irregu-

larity.,4mr"

d. .shape- cutters may use from two

to eight torches, allowing an

.'equal number-of duplicatio ns to

be cut at one time.

e. magnetic spindle type machine

requires a pattern; involves more

work for operator.

0. 1Met hod: Manual Combination

I. Torch.

a. body; handle. 4

b. nu t fittings;.for hose attachment.

ineedle valves; for gas supply.

A, welding tip; with nut and neoprene

fittings to userwith torch body

.° when welding; available inkdiffer-,

ent sizes as determined by tip

hole size.

2. CUtting_attachment.

a. pre-heat valve; edjust cutting

.flame with oxygen needle 'valve

ti

and acetylene needle valve on body

b. oxygen cutting lever; depress for

oxygen stream for cutting.

c. tip nut; secures tip to attachment

AS. 2008
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. d. tips cutting tips vary for differ-
,

crit uses; oxy-acetylene ti,phave

one hble'on orifice for the'cut7

fing stream of oxygen' and up to

six, orifices around oxygen orifice

for pre-heating flame; to obtain

a good quality cut.

(1) tips must be protected and

handled with care; ny damage

to sealing fits, or4fices,

or tip end will affect fl4me

4
performance..

(2) pFoper'tip sizecis,important;

refer to fac*ory recommenda-
,

tions when making selection.

(3) orifice surface must be kept'

pound in'shape,-flat, and at

90° to tip axis.

(4),tips must-be kept clean.

rate manual torch.

assemble materials meeded.

(.1) cutting torch, welding go'6-,

gles,striker, gloves, pliers,

6" x 12" steel plate (1/211

'thick).

place plate on cutting table,

leaving room at edge of table to

rest forearm while cutting.

make sure'torch needle valves are

closed, turn in preiswre adjusting

regulator screw until prOper gas

presure appears on gauge.

cfteck'chart of manufacturer for

correct gas pressures.

J

ti
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1

e. .open oxygen' needle valve on torch.

'body completely and leave it open.

while in use.
. -

f. open acetylene needle valve about

1/4 turn and light with striker.

aliPtontinueopening until smoke

appear:).

g. open )cygen, pre-he'at valve (on.'

attachment) slowly until flame ¶s

neutral.

h. press oxygen, control lever;

observe flame for dark oxfgen

stream readjust to neutral if

necessary.

i. hold torch slightly over edge of

plate at spot of entry for cut

with inner white cone about 1/16"

from plate, surface.

j. support torch. with free hand,
,

using its forearm, resting on

table edge, as pivot point and

guide.'

k. when metal shows as red het,

depress oxygen stream leier for

cUt.;:a,shower of spark .should

appear., indicating cutting 'q-tak-

ing place. If sparks do not

appear, release lever and reheat:

1. 4s cutting occurs, move-torch'

evenlY4long cutting line until

cAt is complete.

release oxygen lever"imediately

upon completion of cut.

n. turn off all needle valves; back

off regulator valves and bleed"
;lines.

(
r

. . .
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Preheat

Orifice

4 ~ .

Parts of a Torch Body
and Cutting Attachment

cutting Orifice-,
Acetylene Fitting

4

0

Slip-In Tip (Hex-grooved nut

Oxygen Pre.-Heat Valve left- and threads)

Tip Nut Ace lene Torch Vilve

.#

a

.

0

Oxygen Cutting Lever

4..

Torch Body.

Oxygen Torch Valve

Oxygen Fitting

(Ri4.4.t:-1.1and threads)

110
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o. handle all hot metal with pliers,

p. _remove any adhering slag (oxidized

metal) with chipping hammer.

.
E. Cutting with a Straight-line Cutting

Machine

ir 1. Method.
.

a. obtain materials needed.

(1,) cutting machi ding gog-

gles, flint st 'ker, 'slag ham-

mer, gloves, 1t2" plate (about

10' X 18"), set of tip

a.

cleaners.

b. .identify parts of straight-line

cutting machine.

(1) acetylene needle valve.

(2) oxygen needle valve.

(3) high pressure oxygen control.

(4) side adjustment.

(5) elevator knob.

(6) fore ani.aft ttlt adjustment.

(7) in and out adjustment.'

(8) travel switch.

(9) on-off switch.

(10) fuse. .

(11) speed adjustment.

c. place plate on cutting tabJe.'

d. place machine on track, making

sure direction switch is in neu-

tral; by hand, run maehine.:Tto

within 2" of starting edge:of

plate.

e. plug in machine.

f. position torch abbut one inch

above table by turning knurled

knob on outside of torch.

ILS W2009
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I. g. open acetylene needle valve about

1/4 turn; light torch and continue

to open valve-Until smoking stops;

open oxygen needle valve slowly

until'feaher jUsi'disappeaAland

inner white cone'next to tip is

well defined.

h. open oxygen stream control valve

and observe flame; adjust to.neu-
_--

tral; shut off oxygen stream con-

. trol valve.

- I.' push machibe to plate, edge with

center of cutting tip slightly

over edge of.plate.

j. lower torch'until inner white' cone

is about 1/16" from plate surfac

k. as soon as preheat color becomeS

bright iect, turn on oxygen stream

Control valve. If no shower of

-)sparks appears, shut off oxygen

stream and reheat to higher

temperaturer

1...with sparks indtcating proper cut-

ting temperature and oxygen stream

on, flip direction control switch

to forward.

m. adjust speed for best cutting

speed.

n. # after cut Is complete, immediately

shut off oxygen stream.control

valve and travel switch.

o. to shut down, turn off needle -

val4s, backoferegulators,bleed

lines and pull electric plug.

' ,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,
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F. Cutting Bevels.with;Manual Torch

1. Method: .

,a. assemb.le required materials.

(1) cutting equipment, welding.

C.

goggles, pliers, gloves, flint
\
striker, tip cleaners, 6" X 3"

piece of 1/2" plate scrap.

. b. make sure scrap has at least one

straight edge, mark a line 3/4" in

from edge and parallel to it.

c. light torch and adjust.,

d. assume comfortable position; hold

torch toward end'of plate and

beveled to desired angle(30°);

start cut beginning at edge on .

one end of plate and continue to

the other.

e.

t°.

tip edge can be rested on metal to

help steady torch. .

f. deteemine best speed, by observing
. 4

spark. shower and listening to

sound; shouldte similarto thaf-

of shredding paper.

g. if cutting action stops, preheat

aspot just ahead of spot where

cutting stopped and restart cut

with a slower speed.

. observe, finished cut for indicated

problems; handle hot metal with

plieri.

i. shut down valves:and bleed lines.

clean tip, ifnetessary.

ILS W2012
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24 -D OA.

JOB SHEET #5

D. . Hold torch with both hands at desired angle to metal as-shown (Figure
1) cam

FIGURE 1*

Bevel on Edge

E. Hold preheat flame with tip of inner cone (neutral flame) 1/16" to 1/8"
above top of plate until bright red spat appears

F. Depress oxygen cutting lever and proceed across plate with very consistent
movement being careful to maintain constant vat al speed, torch angle; and
flame to work distance

G. Practice until you develop the prop, procedure

H.' Turn ins exercises for instructor's approval and grading
.

4
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G. Pierting Holes with Manual Torch

1. Method:

a. assemble materials and equipment.

(1) cutting torch and tip; scrap

steel 8/4" to 1/2" thick;-.: soap

stone or.chalk; gloves, pliers,

striker, slag hamiher, welding

goggles, center punch and

hammer:.

b. select tiO one size larger for

cutting than welding.

c. place piege of scrap on cutting

fable.

d. mark-size hole desired using

either chalk or soapstone, or,

with center, punch, place punch-s7.

marks 1/4" to 1/2" space around

line (hole may be any shape r

size); punch marks are much more

visible-than chalked line.

e. light-torch and adjust flame to

Neutral; press oxygen bar and

readjust.

f. heat a spot in marked area to

bright cherry red.

g. press oxygen control lever very

slowly, at *le time rase torch

slowly to about 1/2" above the

surface;;as cutting action starts,

move tip slowly to one side, so

as to start a small, spirar motion;

notice slag is blown-out opposite.

side of puddle; when cut has

pierced. completely through plate,

lower tip to normal cutting height

( abo't 1/4") and continue spiral

motion for cutting hole or draw

ILS W2013
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a

4.

/

K. Return cutting torch to vertical position
A.

1. Raise cutting tip until tip of inner cone is from 1/4" to 1/2"
above the plate -

2. Make cut (Figure 2).
FIGURE 2-

9

L. Cut just inside Soapstone mark unxil .'circulart cut is completed

NI. Repeat steps Kdand L until..all holes are 'Out

`d. Cool metal by placing.in can of water -.with. the aid of _pliers

0. Show samples to instructor for approval and grading
. A

o.

3
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JOB SHEE

. .
operatorH. Place hoses behind- operator .._

I.. ManeuVer torch with both hands .

. -.
, .

J. Hold tip Of inner cone 1/16" to 118" a o tto be cut until metal
turns bright red (Figure 1)

V
A

043r:

;774
o

FIGURE 1
2.

1. Tilt torch 15efrom vertical position

o

O

(NOTE:. Ttiis will allow molten metal .tp --be blown away frbm
operator.) :

-e
2. Depresi oxygen cutting lever slowly,moving torch backwards.(to

.the operator's 'right if right-handed) until cut pierces plate

r

4
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tip to. cutting line and proceed

along line at required speed:.

h. make sure tip is clean for good

cutting.

i. cool metal in water tanks; handle

Cfot metal .with

j. shut Own tanks, gauges and .

s.valves; bleed lines.

k. hang up torch to preverit'damqp.to

tip,.

V

V.;

.41
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10-.0 Welding Processes

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to describe and explain the usefor various weld joints, describe the processes necessary p 0e14 theme and.demon-strate basic'skill,proficiency in eir execution.
°

I,

9

INTRODUCTION: A skilled welder is more than a good mechanic; hapr.she under-stands the reasons behind choosing,a part1cH14r prOcess 4 is qple 4 carry theprocess out efficiently and professionally.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE
TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

10.1 Weld Joints

A. Butt Joints

1. . Plain butt joint. .0

a. plates of metal up to 3/16" thiCk

butted together without beveling '!`"'

edges. a

a. Opened butt Joint.

a. plates up to 3/16" are spaced

3/32" to 1/8" apart to allow for

expansion; joint tackedat both

ends to prevent drawing together$

backup plate may be used to
to
pre-

. ?
vent bottom edge burn-through.

3. Vee joint.

a. best-for holding power and used

for metal thicker than 1/8";

ILS Industrial Mechanics 603F
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veeing is beveling with grinder or

cutting- torch;,may be veecron °De'

or both sides.

b. double vee on.thick materials

saves weld time and materials,:

less metal.is removed; also be't

-e on. round stock such as rods,

axles, shafts.

B. Lap Joints-

. 1. Simplest and most frequently used..

.2. Made by lappih one part a short',

distance over the other; amount of

overlap depends on thickness of metal

and strength required.

3." Joined with a fillet weld across ends

of overlapped .partS.

4. Weld both Sides for greater strength.

5. Tack weld both ends before welding.
a

C. T-Joints
1.

1. Used widely in constructionf,and repair

work.

2. No tlevling is necessary.

3. Place metal together at approximate

right angles (form a. "T").

4. Strength of joint dependent on close-
.

ness of fit.
. .

5: Welded both sides to withstand stress

.from either direction:

6. Tack both ends before welding.

as

A

f
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N,D. Corner Joint

1. Used mainly in light gage steel and

often in rectangular objects requiring

smooth corners.

2. Pieces placed at approximate right

angles,so edges form a 90° vee on

outside.

3., Tack both ends before welding.

4. Light gage metal may be melded with no

filler metal or with one bead; heavier

metal may require more passes.

E. Flange Joint

1. Simple to contruct, used where two

plates come together, as*in tank

construction.

2. Pieces must be held tightly together

with good tacks or clamps.

3. Good penetration required as only out-
.

side is

10.2 Puddle°Without Rod

A. Method

1. Assemble materials.

-a: goggles, gloves, striker, pliers,

torch and tip, 14-gage steel,,

4" X 6".

2. Set regulators, or correct pressure.

3.- Lay metal-on firebrick.

' 4! Place gdOles over gyps..

5. Light torc and a A to neutral:

6. Hold. torch with, hosetover outside to

wrist; 'balance torch to avoid fatigue.

ILS W2101-11,
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7. Hold tip of cone 1/8" above plate;

start bead 1/2 "_ from edge with tip

pointed in exact direction,:of weld;

angle tip at about 45 degrees to work.

8. Hold flame in pne spdt until a puddle

of metal 1/4" to 5/16" in diameter is.

formed.

9. Move torch forward at rate.to advance

emolten puddle; if moved tod'fast,

metal will not melt properly, too

.slow a hole will appear.

10. Bead should be smooth, glony and even

11. Practice different torch motions.

a. circular.

b. zig-zag.

c.. semi-circular.

d. oscillating.

e. zipper.-

12. A loud snap or pop is backfire.

a. caused by incorrect pressure,

check gauges; loose tip, cheCk

tip; dirty tip, clean tip; tip too

closet() metal,theck motion;

overheating, tip too clqse,

13. Loud hiss or squealing,noise.is a

flashback, may (or may not) -be accom-

panied by smoke or sparks ffom torch,

Ilame-goes out.

something wrong with torch or

operation,

b. turn torch off immediately, allow

to cool, check opera ing:pressure;

before relighting, 11 .oxygen

to flow through torch tehelg

clear soot:
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JOB SHEET. #4

III. Diagram of the procedure.
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c. follow usualprocedure to relight

torch;bif normal flame is pro-

duced with no squeal, proceed. as

usual. If squeal recurs, shut

down torch and remove from service

14. Follow shutdown procedures and put

materials away.

. A*.01111i,

10.3 Puddle With Rod

A. Filler Rod--rod of metal used to add metal

in weld area, must have same propekies as

, base metal. ,

1. .Adding rod toe quickly will chill

puddle and etuse low penetration.*

- '2. Adding rod too slowly will cause heat
( -

3. Puddle can be controlled by amount of

metal deposited in puddle in each

.dipping motion.

4. Use ro'd.with diameter equal tothick-

ness of metal:being welded, up to

B. Laying:Beads with Filler Rod,

:1. Requires coordinat \on of two hands.

a. v one hand manipulates torch.to

Cafrypuddleoacross plate, other

hand dips-rod in puddle and adds

correct amount of filler rod.

C. Method

1. Assemble materials..

tea_.. 'welding torch and tip, filler rod,

scrap'steel 49 X 6",sprk

/lighter, glovO, goggles.

'ILS W2101-2
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2. Set regulators to correct pressure.

3. Place metal on firebrick. ***

4. .Light torch and adjust to neutral

flame.

5. Hold torch in balanced position to

avoid-fatigue:

,6. Hold tip of flame cone 1/8" above

plate; start bead at end of metal,

point'tip in direction of weld, main-

Lain tip angle of 45°,to work.

7. When puddle is formed, add filler rod,

to front edge' of puddle in ,.Tnt of

torch.

8. Move puddle folvard with torch and

allow puddle to form in ba1e metal.

9. Add rod and withdraw to front edge

of puddle as puddle is moved forward.

10. Hold rod at 45° angle and allow rod

to melt into puddle; do not melt 'off

rod with torch.

'11. Repeat, moving puddle and dipping and

.withdrawing rod in'even rhythM;-mate-

rial will buildc0, buildup is called

a bead. "1(

.12. If rod is p/aced,a4ywhere except the

center Of puddle it will stick

(freeze);meli.it loose, do not break

it off.

:10:4 Forehand and Backhand .

A. Forehand Welding

1. Called ripple welding...

2. Recommended for material up to 1/8"

thicknest for!'better control.,e

ILS Industrial Mechanits 602-N
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3. Welding rod moves ahead of torch tip

In direction in which weld is being

made.

a. flame is pointer in same'direction

b. wel&g; rod and tip are maniipu-

lated to give opposite back and

forth movements in semi- circular

paths; motion provides uniform

distribution of'boththeat and

molten metal alOng path of weld.

4. Disadvantages; for thick metal, a very.

Wide vee is required and the beveled

edges of the vee have to be deeply

melted to provide good fusion of base,

metal.

B. Backhand Welding

1. Recommended for thicker metal.

2. Torch flame pointed back at molten"

puddle.

3. Motion of rod may be oscillating, end

of rod moving fOrom side to side in

puddles; motion of rod may be full .

circle within puddle, back and forth

across'puddle or in semi-circles part

way around'puddle and back.

. 46ch it held so flame is moved back

and forth across weld to form metal'

into,.and up, each side wall.

6

Advantages; narrow vees,.60 o often

sufficient.

a. legs puddling required; Means

savings.in.time, gas and material:.

S
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2 C., Method

1. Assemble materials.

a. goggles gloves, pliers, striker,

o scrap Metals1/8" X 4" X 6",.welding

torch-and tip #2 of #3, welding

rod 1/8", soapstone.

2.' Mark lines 1" apart across metal.

3. -Check-regulators and torch for.proper

settings.

4. Li,glit torch and adjust to neutral-

flame.

5. R4n forehand bead.

a. preheat metal near edge until

puddled; hold rod'near flame so

that it preheats also.
.

b. start semi-circularAor yOur

chbicer motion with torch about

1/2!: wide.

'c. move rod in, and out of flame,

leaving rod in flame just long

enough to melt rod-into puddle.

d. movements give pattern to weld

bead; faster the movement, smaller

the bead and less rod is .illsed;,

slower the movements,.wider bead

' and more penetration.

e. 'if puddle'near torch appears white

in color, remove heat and let cool

for a few seconds, restart.

f. cool metal in water, holding with

-.pliers, before starting next bead,

6.. Run backha ,bead where torch tip is

ahead of rod in direction of welding;

use same kocedures and Motion.

4



10.5 Weld Corner Weld Without Rod

A. Process

1. Assemble materials.

a.. torch and tip as recommended, two ,

pieces 14-gage sheet metal 1 1/2"

X 5", goggles, pliers, gloves.

2. Weld can only be made on light-gage

steel; thicker steel needs morn metal'

or is seriously weakened.
.

S. Set regulators%.to recommended pressure,

4. Position,two.pieces of metal in a tent

position with/apex at top (A frame).

5. Light-torch and adjust to neutral

flame.

6. Tack 'pieces at ends an at 2"*inter-

vals. .

7. Direct flame at about 4 .angle withw

joint and in direction f travel,.

8. Form puddle w1h both pi ces joined,

using enough motion tci'Melt Outer

edges, move along the seam; move

slowly enough to assure some penetra-

tion, but not slowly enough to burn

through.

10.6 Butt Weld Flat Position

. A. Process

1. Assemble material.

a.% oxy-acetylene weldjng.unit, filler

'hod, goggles, striker, pliers,

gloves (if necessary), two pieces

14-gage steel 1 1/2" X 6 ".

ILS W2106

4.,

ILS 42104
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2. Plain butt weld.

a. set recommended pressure on regu-

lator.

b. places heets of metal side by/side

on fire brick.

7"w-M F. light torch, Adjust to neutral

flame.

d. tack each end and at 2-inch

intervals and weld.

3. Open butt weld.

a. place sheets side, by side and

space' 1/16" apart at one eddliia

1/8" apart at othrend.

b. light torch; adjust to neutral

flame.

c. tack weld at 2-inch intervals and

weld.

'4. Progressive butt weld.

a. tacking not recered, place pieces

across two britks with one end

touching each other and other end

, spaced 3/16" apart. r.

5. Any butt weld.

a. hold tip of cone 178" above seam;

point tip in direction weld will

move; hold tip at about 45° to

work.' -^

b. allow puddle to form and move

torch'in small circles until

puddle is about 5/16",,diameter and

is melting throu'gh;.9001eted Weld

should-show some penetration on

bottom.

c. add Mier metal to puddle.

t
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10.7 'Flange Weld

A. Method

1. Assemble material and equipment.'

a. oxy-acetylene .welding unit, filler

-rod, welding goggles, striker,

pliers, gloves if necessary, two '

pieces ligh't gauge steel 1 1/24 X

6".

2. Turn up. one edge of each piece by

placing in a vice so 178" protrudes

above vise jaws, hammer 'protruding

edge-down flat to make'flange edges a

900 bend.

3. Check manufacturers chart for correct

tip size and regulator pressures,

select tip.

4. Set regulator pressures.

5. Place metal piece's on table with

flanged edges touching.

6. Hold two flanged, edges together with

pliers and tack at 1,inch intervals.

. to weld, hold-flame steady until two

edges become molten; move forward with
. 'A

side to side motion, fusing two pieces

together; flange will serve as filler

.metal.

10.8 Lap Joint Fillet Weld

A. Method to

' 1. Assemble material and equipment.
.

a. oxy-acetylene welding unit,

Ong (filler)rod, gbggles, 'spark

lighter, pliers, hapimer three

'pieces ,light gauge steel 1 1/2"X

' .6". '.

'ILS W2103

111

ILS W2105
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2. Select tip and regulator pressure from

manufacturer's chart and set regula-
,,

tors to correct pressure.

3. Place two pieces of.metal flat on fire

brick (as though making butt weld);

'Mice another piece on top of twa,

half on each piece; should leave

overlap of 3/4".

4. Tack weld at both ends with no gap

between; only two pieces should be

tacked together, third (bottom) piece

is support foi. top piece; if gap

exists between two tacked pieces, ham-
.

mer them closed.

5. Less heat is'required to melt edge of

top piece than lower, direct more of

flame onto lower piece; point tip at

\\' 45
o

angle in ;direction of,travel.

6. Dip welding rodat top of molten

'puddle; protects top edge from burning

away.

7. Welded portion (bead) must be at least

as thick as lapped piece being welded

to insure full sireoekadd enough

rod mater a1 to crown-weld §lghtly.

8. Turn over and weld othef. side.

10.9 "T" Joint

A. Method

1. Assemble material and equipffient.

a. oxy-ac tylene equipment, striker,

boggle pliers, filler rod, two

pieg metal 1/8" X 2' X 6".

1

123
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2. "T" joint is made by placing two

4 parts together at approximate right

angle to each other; joined by fillet

weld along line where two plates meet

3. Hold torch so that tip forms an Tie
of 45° to the flat plate and same

angleof 'roughly 30 degrees to line

of weld and 15 to 10 degrees to

horizontal plate.

. Direct flame more toward bottom plate

keeping inner-cone of flame about

.010- 1/8" from surface; prevents under-

cutting vertical plate.; );eep puddle

o-ving and add rod to vdrtiCal side

f puddle.

5. hen weld'is complete, should show

ood bead, good fusion, consistent

idth of bead, clean appearance,

qual distribution of metal, half on

ertical, half on horizontal surface.

6. rocesses.

tack both ends.

. 'adjusflandadjust for a

of excess oxygen.

use weay.ing motion

-plate4 at welding temperature.

when reaching end of weld, raise

% -

slight amount

to keep both

f }ame to allow puddle to cool

',slightly before finishing weld.

"10.10 Electric Arc Welding--(SMAW)--Stick

0 Welding

A. Shielded Metal Arc Welding

b.

134



Welding, Circuit

.

Carries Welding Current.

W

:Electrode Holder

Electrode

Diamiaters:,
1/16 - 5/16 X'14'

Most Common
Length

WOO

Current

Adjustment

Amps

Welding Machine

Electrode Cable

0

.V_> Work Lead

Grounded Work

Completes
Weldirfo dircuit.

4

Polarity -D.C., Current

Reverse:
1. Electrode 01
2. Curient flows

from work to .

electrode
3. 2/3 heat at (+),

.electrode
1/3 heat at (-)
work.'

0

,.

0

Straight:
1. Electrode (-)
2. Current flbws

from electiode
, to ,work

,
3.

2/3*-, ,heat at (-)
work
1/3 heat at ( +)
electrode/

O

rr
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-1. An arc welding process whereinTetals

'are 6niteri by heating witti an elec

;trig arc between a coated metal elhc-

trode and the metal.

B. Definitions

1. Arc--the floW of electric current

from *the tip of the electrode to the

base of the metal being welded.

2. Electrode--metal rods which conduct

a current from the electrode holder

to the base meta).*

3. Base metal--the metal to- se welded.

4. Arc length--distance from the end of

electrode to point whehe arc contacts

work surface.

5. Crat,er--a depression at end of weld.

6. Face of weld--expoSed surface of a

weld on side from which welding was

done.

usq. Flux--a fusible material or gas used

to dissolve and/or prevent the form-

'''ation of undesirable inclusions

formed i n 'we 1 di ng.

8. Pass - -a single longitudinal progres-
.

sion of welding operation along a d.

joint.

9. Porosity - -gas, pockets or voids in

metal.'

Spatter--the metal particles given.

off ddringlwelding which .do not form

part of weld.

11, Undercut--a groove melted into the

base metal adjacent to toe of weld

and, }ft unfilled by weld metal.
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12...Weavinga technique of depositing.,

=weld metal in which the-eleCtrodeis

oscillated.

13. Weld metalportiozof weld which

Was melted.

(-4- 14. Whippingterm applied to an inward

wand' upward movement of electrode

employed in 'vertical

C. Are Welding Equipment'

1. Welding machines.

c_ .

a.: AC--(alternating current).

(1) current changes direction.

120 Mimes per second.

(2) AC transformers produce only

AC current; considered to be

l ea't expensive, lightest,
t

let machine, low operat

ing cost, fovimaintdnante,...

free from arc blow:

b. DC welding machine (direct
, .

current).

(1) motor generators;,desisned

to produce current-in either

gtrOght or reverse polarity

switchfor desired current

on machine:

(2) Itectifiery transformers, con

taming a device which

changes AC into DC; some are

designed toproduce.both.

AC, and DC in reverse and,

straightirolarities; recti-

fier is considered more effi

cient-than motor generator;

0

O
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1,

current control is achieved

by a switching arrangement

where one switch is-set for

de6ired.current range and a

second dial for securing finE

adjustments required.

2. Helmets and hand shield; protects

skin and cylgs.L.from invisi le, harm=

ful ultraviolet and infrared rays.

ar, helmet.

(1) fits over head.

42).can be swung upwards or lens

opened when not welding..

(3) .leaves both hands free. 'ro

b. hand shield:

(1) same 'protection as helmet

but must be held in place

with hand.

c., lens; special color which screen

_ out harmful rays.

(1) shade #8--ait weld from 30

to 75 amps.

(2) shade #10--arc weld,from-75

' to' 200 amp4.:

-(3) shade #11--arcweld from:200

,. to 400 amps.

(4C Shade #147-arc welt over 400,

amps,', 0.

d.' lens cover; inexpensfve clear

glass or plastic; fits ovef

shaded lens and protects it from

spatter.

;

I

C
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3.' Goggles; clear lens eye protection,

t must be Worn to'Orotect eyes from

chipped slag; included in some

mets.

4. GlOves; leather gauntlets protect'

hends andkin Oom spatter Ind rays.

5. Apron; protects skin and clothes from

hot metal spatter; usually of leather,
0 r

may be dnly an apron or cover entire

person, depending on requirements and

preference.

6. ,Chipping hammers, hand held hammer,
.,
With dull edge. for slag removal.

7: Wire bruth; long-handled wire brush

used for slag'clean up; brush may be

combined with chipping hammer.

8. Cables; carry currentio,anefrom

work; ohe cable attached to work or

workbench; on runs' from electrode

holder.to machine; cable 'attached to

work or bench is called ground sable.

9. Efectrode holder; a handle-like toot

attached to table, designed to hold

electrode in. several positions,; well

inplatpd.

..10.11 Select Current

Inforklation Industrial Mechanics,603-C

1. Wilding machines produce three dif41-

ferent types of current, each of

Which produces different depths of

weld penetratiOn. It i§',,important' to

select right welding.electrode and

welding,current for.specific job. The

three 'different currents are:

Ir

.4

.Welding.Currents
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a. alternating ,current (AC).

b. direct current straight polarity

(DCSP).

c. direct current reverse polarity

(DCRP).

2. Alternating Current (AC)

a.. easiest for beginners as there is

no "arc blow'

b. has more spatter, but not pro-.

hibitive.

c. cannot run any special electrOdes

d, depends, on 220 power, is not pOr-

table.

e. current flows first in one direc-

tion, then the opposite, .changin

120 times a second; polarity.of

the electrode changes with each

change in current.,

f. electrodes must be used that

()Orate well do either'' straight

or reverse polarity; check

electrode chart.*

g. correct amperage setting .in rela-

tion to metal thickness and dia-

meter of mid will -prodUce a we,ld

with medium to deep penetration.

3. Direct current straight.pojarity.

(DCSP).

a. gives minimum penetration of rod

metal into.thebase metal. .

b. use ofi E 6012 rod with DCSP-for

root ,pass is recommerided where

poor.fitup

c. combination is also excellent on

'thin metal.

c

t.

t
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10.12 .SelectElectrode

A. Information .

1. Electrode also called rod or stick.

2.
.

Coated metal wire having approximatel

same comppsition as metal to be

welded.

3. When transformer produces a current

and it flows thi-Ough circuit to elec:

trode, an. arc is formed between end

of electrode and work; arc melts

.electrode and base metal; melted rod

'flows into molten coater and forms a

bond between two pieces of metal

7opng jained.

4. Practically all electrcides have heavy

coatings of various substances which,

when melted, serve as/to

a. heahser and deOxi'dizir agent,in

molten enter.

b. release inert as to protect

moltenmetal (shield).

c. form,proteCtive slag which pro-.

tects weld from airand'slows

down rate. rw

d. prqvide easier 'arc start; stabil-

110:45ze arc and reduFes spatter.

e. permits better penetration.

'.f. adds some materials to Weld met

composition.

5. American Welding Society XAWS) has"

developed, series of ilidentifytng,

number classiticatiOns and color:

codes. Each -type of electrode

assigned a specific symbol, each syrfl',.

bollhas,specific meanin9

ILS Industrial .Mechanics

Text Welding Skills,an

Practices

fp
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a. example--E7.6010.

E = electric welding

60 = 60000 lbs- tensile strength

1 = welding positiafilsed (1 = -all

positions)

0 = power supply, 'type of covering,

type of arc.

. b. Aning of symbols;

E alWays denote "electric.weld-.

ing" first two digits stand for

poun per square inch (psi);

tensile' strength may run up to

120 psi by tens. Third digit

indicates possible welding posi--

tiobs. Threenumbers are used:

(1) for all positions

(2) for flat or horizontal

(S) for flat position only.

The.fgrth digit shows the weld

quality, type of arc, amount of

7;Lenetration and power sthiPly. The

nbers may be 0 to '6:

'0 - -Dc with rever:p polarity, high

quality .deposits with deep

penetration, flat or concave

-' beads.

'1--AC or ktwith reverse polarity,

high quality deposits, deep

penetratien, flat to slightly

r' concave beads. .

2--DC with'straight polarity Oily,

medium arc, -medium quality

deposits, medium penetration,

convex beads.

r

'

Ow
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'3--AC or DC current'with either

polarity, medium to high qual-

ity deposits, soft arc, shallow

penetration, and slight convex.

beads.a.
4--A6Aor DC positive, fast deposit

rate, deep groove butt, fi-116ts

and lap welds, medium penetra-

tion, easy slag removal.

k5--DC with revers? polarity, high'

quality deposits, soft arc,

moderate penetration, flat to

slightly convex,bead, low

hydration content in weld

) deposits.

6 - -AC with some quali,ties as,nuM-,

ber 5. !A*p
6. 4termine which Electrode siioul0 be

,

used, determine;, ope ties. orAype of

metal 'being weldet t, to.vny=tablle
42 41_4,Y o

of electrodes for that Os 'mak0=',

facturers issue refere e

charts and tables; provide

a. AWS number or color code.

b. weld bead dis'cription.
.\

c. cheth cal analysis of electrode.

A. mech ical( properties: ,

(II. tensile strength.

(2)' yield` point.

(3) expansion-- elongation.

(4) contraction--reductipp.

e. type of current'and amperages.

f. recomended welding procedures.

'1

,
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Standardized AWS Classification

Electrode

4 Special Chtracteristics

current
penetration .

type of flux
-coking

Tensile Strength 1,000 Lbs. Per Sq. Inch

Ss
II

#ad *

Welding Positions.

1. all poSition§

2. flat and horizontal

E6010 Mild Steel Electrode

, ' -



WELDING CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATING DATA OF MILD STEEL 'ELECTRODES

Coating
calm

Position of
Welding

Type of
Comm
Wad

Penetration flats of
Deposition

Appearance
of Bead

Minimum
Tensile
Strength

3,3r sat 118. size 513T sae 3/I6' size

E6010 'Whim All
Positions

DC. Risers*
01

OHM Av Rate Pronto
and Flat ,

' asocial 75433 90-175 140-225

E5011 Whole' AD AC Deep An Rate Rippled 62.000pst 75.120 90-160 120.200
Positions DC. Ravers* and Flat 70-110 80-145 110.180

1.1 '
E8012 Tan All DC. Sit Medium Good Rate Smooth/and 67.000Pu 55-80' 80-135 110.180 155.250

Poulton' AC I I Convex 60-90 90-150 120.200 179-275
E5013 Dark Tan Au AC Mild Good Rate Smooth, Flat 67.0000P 65-100 90-140 140.200 200.26QPositions DC. SIT. 1.1 and Convex 60-90 80-125 125 180 180.235

'17 Reverse / -
E7014 Gray.fly An AC Medium High Rate Smooth, Flat 70.000/ 110-160 150.225 2Q0.280

Positions DC. Su I.1 and Convex r , 100-145 1350200 180-250
oiReverse . .

E7016 Atl AC Mild 16 Good Rate Smooth and 70000 70-100 80-130 120.170 170.250
Positions DC, Rowse Medium Convex - i"

01
E7024 Clark Gray Flat AC. DC Mild Very High Smooth and 72.000 65.120 115.175 180.240 240-300Hor Fines Straight

or Reverse
Rate Slightly C.': 60.110 . 100 f 60 160. 215 220.280

E6027 Red Brown Flat Flat-DCAC Mitchum Very High Fiat to 12.0000. 180-240 250 -300' Hor. Fillets Hor Fillet Rate Concave 175.215 233.270
DC Str AC

E7018 Gray All AC Mild High Rate Smoo . Flat 72.030 70-100 90-150 120.190 170.280Poulton' DC. Revers* to 'WO 80-120 110.170 135.225
10 .

,200.300

E7028 Grayer Flat AC Mold s Very High ooth a 72,000 180-2713. 240-330Hot? Fillets DC. Reverse Rata Oily. C.: ' 170 240 210.300
41.. (41

DC Revers* means DC. raver polarity odepoutttiel ' .
DC St?Ipight moans DC. stra, t octant lel trode nags oval _

4

4.

4
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To select-ra, locate AWS number on

rod or look for NEMA color code mark-

ing.

10.13 Striking an Arc

A. Information
. .

1. Electric arc.

.a. basic of arc welding.

b. maintained as current is forced

across a gap between electrode tip

and base metal. 40 .

c. establishing arc is called "strik-

ing an arc' ind.must be done

Apickly and easily, by welder:

d. Iwo methods aee generally used.

(1) scratchtpg.

4-(2) tapping.

2. - Scratching. ,

a. easier for beginners and when

using an AC machine.

b. electrOde i'moved across metal

and scratched on surface like a

match. .

(1) as electrode scratches metal,

- an art is struck.

c. =raise tip of electrode about 1/4"

at end .of stroke to preheat base

metal; prevents shorting, free ing

electrode, establishes

eliminates excess:Tiller metal

build-up;'ties in previous bead

and insures,fuiion.

4d'.after arc ise§tabliSied, 'move ,

electrode beck to beginning of

liwiOr edge of plate.

'ILS 603-8

Illustrations Fig. 1 and 2

t).
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hold rod about 1/8' Dr ,thicknps

of electrode (minus flux) above

plate to weld.

31 Tapping methods,

:electrode is moved downward to

3 6 -,base metal in a vertical position

and, tapped sharply on metal; as
_

soot as it touches metal; with,

draw momentarily to establish arc.

b. after arc is established, lower

_arc to about or thickness of

barerod
)
to continue weld.

.
,

4. TO free rod if "freezes" to metal.

a. keep, hood over face.

b. twist holdert:hack and: forth,

pulling at same time until rod

breaks loose!f e

c. if i.oCOes notloosen, release

,.,..._roCfrom holder.
otit

5. .COmmonAifticulties in :'striking ar c"

a. a chipped(electrode;.4use a. fast

scratching motion and hold a long

I arc'. '

ground clamp not making good con

tact; usual sign is clamp sparks;

grind dOWni metal Ar good contact'

and reel amp.

c. poor contact in holder jaws,

-caused by foriegn material, elec-

trode coating or weaKspring.°'

d. .inc9rrect.polarity setting for,

rod.

13
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116. Method.

a. \assemble materials.

/ (1) QtTaing setup., 1/8" E-6010.

electrode, 1/4" scrap plate.

b. ,clean metal with brush or grinder.-

c. placemetal flat on work table.

d. atpch ground clamp securely to

table.

e. set amperageat 100-110 OCelec-

. trode positive.

f: put on helmet and gloves.. .

g. clamp electrode bare end in holder

90° to jaws.

'-t. -turn14elder on.

i. assume natural, steady position,

sitting ifpossible or leaning to

steady electrode; pot electrode

cable over shoulder to reduce

;..fatigue.

j. hold electrode,above plate and

move it down until just over

plate; hold im vertical position

and at 5 to 25 degrees in direc-

tion ortravel.

k. lower helmet.

1. strike arc using scratch'method-

m. -withdraw electrode to form exces-

sively long arc to about 1/4 ";

'hold for a second or two to pre-

heat and lower to about t /8 ", to--

start bead.

n. break off arc by lifting rod.

`s.
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10.14 Run Bead Using Arc Welder.

A. Bead; a continuous deposit of weld metal

formed by-electric arc on surface of base

metal; Proper penetration of good bead

requires:

1. Correct electrode; must include-con-

sideration of base metal, diameter of

rod, type ofjoint, current value.

'2. Correct arc ,length; if arc is too

; long, metal melts in large drops side

by side as arc wavers, producing wide,

spattered, irregular bead with little

penetration; arc too short fails to

generate enough heat to melt base

metal properly and electrode 'may

stick.
o °

3. Correct cur t; current too high,

electrode is too fast with molten

pool too large and irregular; current

too low not enough heat, with molten

pool toosmall.

4.. Correct travel speed; speed too fast,

,.ouddle won't last 1°4 enough and

impurities are locked in weld; bead is

narrow and ripples pointed; speed too

slow', metal builds up excessively;

-bead is high and wide with straight

'ripples.

B. Crater; Pool Formed When Arc Contacts

Base Metal.

1. Size and depth of crater indicates,

amouna of penetration; depth should be

1/3 to 1/2 thickness of bead; arc too

long, insufficient spread Cf.heat;

I1.5 Industrial Mechanics 603-D

O
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arc too shck, heat not intense or

centralized enough.

2. Crater too hot; meta has tendency to

run; lift eleCtrode and move from side

to side ahead of crater, allow crater

to cool.,.

3. Undercutting; current too high; feaves

'groove in base metal along sides of

bead..,
-

4. 'Overlapping; current too high,-molten

-metal does not,really fuse with base

metal.

C. Running the Bead .

1. Lean .electrode in direction of,travel

and lower as4it burns"-off (to keep

donstant'dorrect arc lehgth); direct

arc back into crater and force molten

weld metal to rear edge; slag

wash through weld metal, remove impurr

ities, collect on'top of weld, forming

heavy, even coat to protect weld while

cooling.

2. To avoid deep crater at end of head,

hold rod in oneplace long enough to.

,fill crater, then lift straight up..

.3: Make beads in one continuous operation

without stopping if possible; to

restart bead

a. remove Slag from crater and a

short section of bead (about 1/2"

of bead).. Wire brush clean.

b. strike arc about 1/2" ahead of

crater and mpve electrode slowly

back through crater to the near

hold rod there until 'Puddle

9
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A FIGURE 1 Pnhr Penetration

A long.arc does not protect the molten metal from, the air.,
The weld is poorly fused, Spattered, and overlapped at the edges,

exammillinaNNIMEea

FIGURE 2
The'effect Of current adjustment.

A-current adjustment correct
B-current-adjustment too high. ! 1

c:let.rodv
C-current adjustment too low /

'FIGURE 3
Speed of welding,

A-correct speed of welding.
B-speed of welding too fast.
C-speed of welding too slow.

1

.e-

Cmiering
, Raucings )

Cgs Shield
(Arc. Flame)

(:rat r Dept of

FIGURE 4' Penetration

A covered electrode arc weld, in progress.
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is remelted:.move forward slowly

through puddle and complete bead.

4.. During a weld: -

a. ,observe appearance of bead and arc-,

b. .keep eye on back of crater as arc

'vary

deposits and bead build-up.

c. vary erb length:electrode angle

or' speed of travel .to correct poor

bead.

d:- listen for sound; arc at.correct

length sounds like the sizzle of

bacon frying without pops or

snaps.

5. Basic Methods of running beads:

. a. straight bead; rod-in vertical

position, about 15° in direction

of travel; held as ste ady as pos-

sible and not weaved; most common.

b; in and outs bead; same as straight

except rod is held in crater a

couple of seconds: then moved

ahead for a second, allowing'

crater to cool, and-then brought

back to-crater again, with same

process repeateq for entire weld;

usually used on thin metal or

veed joints and for vertical up
.

welds.

c, weave weld; useds'to increase width

and volume of bead;, used for deep'

grooves or fillet welds where a

number of passes is required;

pattern of weave is welder's

choice.

M_



D. Method

1. Assemble materials and tools.

a. arc welder and rod holder, helmet,,

'gloves, pliers; chippinWhammei.,

wire brush, E-6010 electrodes',

1/8" mild steel plate one piece,

3/8" thick 6" X 6".

2. Set welding machine DCRP ( +) at

electrode 75-130 amps.

3. Clean metal plate and place flat on

work table.

4. Put on helmet and gloves.

5. Check that ground,cable is securely

attached to table.

6. Clamp rod in rod holder at 90° to

Sa4.

7. Turn on welder.

8. Place electrode near plate in vertical

position, 15° incline in direction of

travel.

9. Lower helmet.:.

10. Strikg arc and 'move arc end of rod

near edge of plate and run bead length

'of plate.

Hangipolder up; do not allow rod end,

to touch work table or arc flash will

occur. 46.

12. Vet plate cool slightly* then remove

slag with chipping hammer andbruSh it

cleO; bold hot metal with pliers.

13. Revesetravel direction and run addi-

tional beads in same manner, but over-
t

lap each additional.bead at least 1/3

oVer.previmis dead.

1.



14. Clean each pass .or bead thoroughly

before overlapping with another. '4

10.15 Plat Pos4tion Arc Welding

A. Information

1. Easiest for welding and has advan-

tages over other positions.

increased speed.

b. better penetration.

c. molten metal has less tendency to

run.

2.. Gap; distance from base metal to bot-

tom of rod; should be the thickness of

^rpd above plate; for 1/4" thick rod,

.use 1/4 inch gap; sound of correct

arc is hiss or frying sound.

3. 'Amount of current; depends on thick-
.,

ness of metal and rod size; check

chart.

.a. marking a line with soapstone or4 4

chalk will help guide for straight

weld:

4. Be comfortable; drape cable over

shoulder or around arm to reduce

wrist and hanefatilue; sit if pos-

siblelean, if' not.
.

5. ,After completing bead,, let it, cool

for aminUte before chipping off slag

A and wire brushing.

A

I
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6: Inspect bead for

a.' aTignment:

b. width of bead.

c., gasgocket:

d.= patter.
\

(Ist,:eVen bead; a-gOod bead will be

clean and have shiny surface, even

width, good penetration, good

7. Poor Weld factors.

a. overlap' caused by arc moved too

slowly or insufficient heat, too

short an arc: --

b. gas pockets and impurities;

caused by too long 'arc or are

moved too °rapidly.

"c. check for

(1) unclean metal

(2)'moisture in rod.

(3) wrong rod. ;

(4) wrong amperage:

(5) bad,ground.

(6) wrong polarity.

(7) Wrong voltage.

B.' Method

1. Assemble materials.

a. arc Welding equipment,.helpet,

gloves, chipping hammer, wire

brush, 1/4" mild steel plate,

1/4" E-6010 rods, pliers.

2. qlean metal and place flat on table.

3. Set current OCRP with 75. to 100 amps.

4.. Placeelectrale in holder.

5. Put on gloves and helmet%

6. Tura on machine.

st
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7. Strike arc and run beads.

8. Hang up holder.
- . .

9. Turn off machine. .

10. Chip off slag and.c1ean with wire

brush. -

11. InSp.ect welds.

10.16 Flat Butt Use Weld

A: Method

al.

1, AsseMOle equipment and material.,-

a. 'arc welder and electrode holder,

helmet, gloves, pliers, wire

brush, chipping hammer, two pieces

mild Steel 3" X 6" 3/8" thick,-

E -6010 electrodes 1/8".

2: AdjustMachine'for DCRP (+) with

75 to 100 amps.

3. Prepare metal. ,

a., bevel one edge each piece 'at 30°.

b. grind 1/8" root. face.

c.. remove burns and slag.

4. Piece electrode in, holder,,

5. Put on gloves and helmet.

6. Place metal together,°parallef to Y

each other, leave root gap from 3/32"_

-to1/8"-inflat position.

7. Use a spacer wire.to maintain. proper

Yocit.gap, place A 1/4" tack weld in

root .at one end.

8. Use same° rspacer at otherend, place

second tack; remove spacer wire.'

. Place strip of metal under each end

of plates 'to keep metal off table

. when' welding.

Text: Welding Shields ani

Practices
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I/ Parts of a Weld
Toe

Face

Throat FILLET WELD

Leg .

GROOVE WELD

Root Leg

Face

r

Toe,

Groove Angle

I

A

Bevel Angle
r,

Throat

Root Opening
Root Face

6.

Root.

Groove

Face.



10. Position electrode straight into weld

and angle 5 to 10 degrees away from

weld puddle; travel froth right to

left.

11.. Penet1ate joint completely.*

12. Strike high arc length to heat'plate;

94)

'move to end nd weld plates togethei-

with strip r bead.

13. Root pass (bottom of vee) should have

100% penetration on both plates,

extending through root and overlappikc

1/16" on each side.

14. Chip slag-and bi'.1shWeld clean. 1.

15. Depnit necessary passes to fill rest

of vee, using care to remove*all

... slag between each pass; use stringer

beads or weave passes.

16. Make cover pass or passes convex,

. . 'overlapping edge of grrove 1/16"each
. ,

side.
..:

17.. Clean.by chipping and brushing.
.

10.17 Common Causes of Welding Problems

A. Undercutting

1. Caw.

a. faulty electode manipulation.

b. faulty eleotrOde 'use.

c. current too high.

2. Correction.

a.' use uniform weave in butt welding.

b: avoid overly large hod.

c. avoid excessive welding.

d. use moderate current, weld slowly.

.

4

;
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2. Correction.

a. change welding technique.

b. avoid overheating.

c. avoid high current.

E. - Spatter

1. Cause.

a. .arc blow.

b.' current too high.

c. arc too long.

2. Correction..

a. adjust current.

b. .adjust arc length.

c. use correct electrode.

F. Porous Welds

1. Cause.-

a. short arc.

b. insufficient puddling time.

c. poor electrode.

d. impurities in base metal.

2. Correction.

a.. allow tune for gaseS to escape

from putidle. =

f.
b. use proper current.

At

weave to eliminate pin holes.

d. .hold longer arc.

e. use proper rod.

G. Distortion

1. ,Cause.

a., uneven Weattng..

b. improper sequence:

c: depoSited metal-shrinks



i

2. Correction.

A. ',tack or clamp parts properly.

b. distribute welding to prevent

uneven heating.

c. examine structure and, develop

sequence for welding.

-" H. Cracked Welds

1. Cause. ,

a._ wrong electrode.

b. weld and part sizes unbalanced. .

c. faulty prepar.ation.

d. faulty Aids.

2. Co \rection.

a. heat parts before welding.

b. avoid welds in string beads.

,c. make soft welds of good fusion.

d. keep ends free to move as long as

possible.

e. adjust wel4. size tofpart size.

f. allow joints a proper and uniform
_

free space.,

I.. Arc BlOw or Magnetic Blow

1. Cause.

a. magnetic field ruses arc to

wander from its intended path.

2. Correction.

a. use AC welding.
.

b. use short arc.
.

c. weld in same direction as arc:.

bloWs.

d. locate ground in

on work.

e. , use steel blocks

path around arc.

different place

to,alter magnetic

.1
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Warpirg

1. clause.

a. shrinkage of weld metal.

b. faul'part clamping.
c; overheating of joint.

2. Correction.

a. weld rapidly.

b. avoid excessive space between

parts.

c. clamp parts properly. Back-up

cool.

d. use high speed, moderate penetra-

tion electrodes.

K. Brittle Welds,

1. Cause.

a, wrong eleCtrode.

b. faulty preheating.

c. metal hardened by air.

2. Correction.

a. preheat medium or special alloy

steels.

b. make multiple layer welds.

c. anneal after welding.

10.18
, Bead with Filler Rod in Vertical

Posittan

A. Method

1. Assemble materials and equipment,

.a. oxy-acetylene unit, welding'rod,

goggles, striker, pliers, gloves,

pieces of light-gage steel 1.1/2"

X 6". a

S.

ILS W2401
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.

2. Place work in upright position, either

leaning against firebrick, or clamp in

,a work-holding device.

3. Start weld at bottom. of sheet and weld

upward. .

Hold flame 'at one point until puddle .

is formed.

5. Hold welding rod in enveloping flame

so it comes to melting, point about

same time as base metal.

6. Torch angle fro45 to 75 degrees from

work in direction of travel (pointing

up).

3. Hold rod, downward into puddle at about

30° angler.

8. Use, same torch motion as for welding

,bead on flat sheet.

9. Hold flame in puddle, then raise torch

so rod .is melted asit;iippoiited

into the puddle; allow enough metal

to be deposited to form "she.

10. Once shelf is established, continue to

deposit layers of metal on'shelf,

thereby forming bead.

11. Make bead to top of sheet.
40.*`

10.19 Bead witiiller Rod--Horizontal

Position \

A. A more difficult weld because molten metal

has tendency to sag and must be controlled

by the welder.

1 I

lb

ILS W2201
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B: Method

1. Assemble material and equipment.

a: ,oxy-acetylene welding chit, weld-

, ng 'rod, gloves' if needed, welding,

. goggles, striker, pliers, two

pieces steel 12-gage 1 1/2" x 6".

2. Set regulator pressure.
§6

3. Place piece of metal in holder'hori-

zontally (or straight up and down) bUt

'longer side at top and bottom.

4. Point tip at 45° lead angle (pointing

in directionXlcavel) and 70° from

bottom of plate (pointing somewhat in

upward direction); tip position will

enabl force from velocityof burning
.

gases to keep molten metal in place.

5. Hold.rpeat 45° to work.

0 When making weld, plate rod in upper

half of puddle slightly above cone

of flame.

7. Beads should be uniform in height and

width with' no sag at bottom edge?

10.20 Bead with Filler Rod-lOverhead.Potition

A. Method

Astembleffiaterials and eguipment.'!

.a. oxy-acetylene unit, welding rod,*

goggles, Pliers, striker, gloves,

light-gage metal 1 1/2" X'6",

Set regulator preisurCand prepare

torch.
,

' 3. Place metal piece in holder and place

in flat position 6" over head.

4. Set sheet to weld length.

,Ls

0
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5. Weld toward body or away, from body.
6. Point tip, in direction of travel at

angle of about 75° from work.
7. Do not use side motion or paddle will

become too large and will be diffidtjlt
to oontrol.

1

.4 '

10.21 Veld Open Butt Meld 4n Vertical Position
A. Method t

..

1. Assemble materials and equipment. 0
oxy-acetylene welding unit With

tip, fillet, rod, goggles, striker,
'pliers, two ,pieces of light-g4ge
sttel, 1 1/2" X 6".

E

V Placemetal pieces side by side on

table,ind space aboilt 1/164/apart one,
, . . .

en and 1/8" apart on,other.,
3. Jack atie-inch intervals.

;, . , .

';-4. Place pieces in, holding device in
Wright (vertical) position with
narrowest spacing at *bottom. .; ;".

5/ Weld frOti bottom to top, making' sure
., of complete penetration.

6. Us'd sue procedure,as when webling

beads in .same position.
7. *Do not use excessive side motion with

'flame. . j
8. Weld ?should be even in width and

heigtit, with cornplete.penetratit%.
-;,.

O

0

1

6.

' 4
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10.22 Weld Open Butt Joint in Overhead Position

. A. 'Method

.1. Assemble equipment and materials

a. oxy-actyine welding equipment

and tip, striker, pliers, gogglgst

fill9r rod, piecet.light-bige.

*stall 1 1/2v 6".

2.- _Set regulator pressure:

3. Tack piecet Ode' by side 'with 1/16"

IP.. atone end and 1/8" at other

'end. -.`

4. Place( in wpft-hal der ,and position fl at

at lea"St 6" overhead.

5: Weld toward body or from right to left

starting at narrow end.

6. Use same:, technique as o:/erhed,beads.,
N

f

10.23 Weld Olieti Bitt Joint in Horizoptal

PoSit$on)

-'
A Method -

2.

Assemble equipment and material.

a,- .oxy-acetylene welding unlit and

. 'tip, filler rod, goggles, spit

ligh.ter, pliers, two pieces lig7,

..gage steel, apftroximately,1 1[2"

X 6":

Tack metal ,side by *ide;yiith ope end

Other 1/8", tack at

,

1/16" apart

2 -inch inter

'1
;-

6.. Place pieces olding `device;in

r- horizontal position.

4. Use. same `technique as for welding

horizontal, beads.-

.~ Welds should have complete penetra-

tion'.

'ILS- W2304
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10.24 Weld Fillet Weld in Vertical Position

1. Assemble mater$ %l and eqpipmeni.

.a. oxy-acetylede unit, filler, rod,

gogglesotriker, pliers, pieces

of lighi.-gage Steel 1' 1/2" X 6"..
A

2. Place One piece-flat on fable, fire-

brick covering one side of plate;

place second piece^pn top of piece,

forming "T". .

3. Tack weld pieces in p ce.

4. Adjust flame on torch to) slightly

oxidizing flame.

5. Turn.T. on end; weld from,bottom to

,_'top; point tip into corner,wiih angle

about 45°, pointed upward.

6. Direct flame evenly over both plates,

keeping inner conemorflame about 1/8"

from'surface of molten-puddle.

6. 'Complete weld on one side ofT; to

weld second aside, use more heat or

larger tip.

10,25' Weld a Fillet Weldin Horizontal

Position

A. Method

1. Assegible material and equipment.

a.' oxy7acetylene unit, filler rod;

welding goggles, spark lighter,

pliers, twogieges light:gage_

metal 1 1/2" X 6";

C 1
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.2 Place one piete of metal flat on

table; plao4 firebrick on metal, .

covering about one half of one side;

place second piece on top of first,

on edge and lean agaihst firebrick;

vertical piece shOeld be about 90°

angle to first; should form a T.

3. Tack weild pieces.

4. Adjust flame fOr a T weld by adding

a little extra oxygen to flame.

5. Hold torch sottp forms an angle of

about 45° to flat plate and same angle

to line of weld; point rod toward

welding tip at angle of about 45° to

lice of veld anti 45° to flat piece.

6. Direct flame evenly over both plates,,

keeping inner cone of flame\about
4,10,

1/8" from surface of puddle; if ver-

ti-Q4J'piece gets hot before flat

piece, flame should be directed more

at flat piece.

7. Tendency is to heat vertical plate

too much, causing undercutting above

weld, a.groove above weld.-

a'. to prevent undercutting, add weld-
,

ing-rod to-top side of puddle just

above cone of flame; velocity of

flame will force metal to top of

puddle.

Heat area until puddle is formed,

insert filler rod into puddle, allow-

ing rod to melt until bead is flat

across pieces at about 45° angle; move

torch forward about 1/16"-'and repeat;

operation.

o.

4
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10.26 Weld a lap Joint in Vertical Position

A. Method

1., Assemble equipment and material.

a. oxy-acetylene unit and tips filler

rod, goggles, plfers striker,

three pieces light-gage steel

1 1/2" X 6".

2. Set regul$tor pressures.

3. Place two pieces of metal flat on
. .

yielding bench or firebrick as though

making a butt weld; place another

piece on top of other two, halfway

on each piece; should leave lap of

3/4".

4. _Tack weld at both ends, insure that.

no gap'exists between, pieces; only

two pieces should be tacked together;

third piece 4's supportonly; tack at

2-inch intervals.

5. Place, pieces in holding device in_

vertical position.

6. Direct more of flame onto surface of

back piece; point tip in exact direc-

t tion in which weld is to proceed at

about 150; do not allow front piece

to melt away; torch should be pointed

more toward back-piece; welding rod

should be deposited in molten puddle

near edbe of front piece; protects

edge.of the piece.

7- Welded portion (bead)'must be at :

least as thick as original metal; add

enough welding rod to crown weld

slightly.

C
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10127 Weld Lap Joint Fillet Weld"in Horizontal

Position

A. Method

1. Assemble equipment and materials.
.

. a. 'Aoxy-acetylene unit with tip, _

1, filler rod,'ttriker, goggles, .

pliet"s, three pieces of light- :

_gage steel approximately 1 1/2".. X

6".

- 2. Set regulator pressures.:

3. Place two pieces'of metal on work

table as though making 'a butt weld;

place another piece on top, half on

each piece.

4. Tack both endsof top and one bottom

piece and also at 2-inch intervals

along line of well; third piece

should not be tacked.

5. place ,piece,in\holding device irk

horizoAal positfon; weld both stdet

-as they appear in first placement.

6. Weld as.though making fillet weld;

roOhould be added to puddle
e,

next to edge to protect it from being

melted away.

7. Weld be'ad must be as thick as original

metal.
_ . - o

.1048 Ftl'let Weld in Overhead Position
4 ,

$
A.'" -Method * ''''.- '._

1.. Assemble:.equipmlent and material.
tk_

a
.

a. ,oxy-acetylene welding:unit'Tiller
.,

rod; goggles, striker, pliers, two

pieces of `light -gage steel 1 1/2"
,-
X 6"

. ,

,- '

b.

177
4, SI
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2. Place One piece of metal on table; (

place second piece oin first in middle

tosform-T;- vertical piece should be

approximately 90
o
to flat piece; tack

at each end at 2-inch intervals.

3. Place in holding device in overhead

position at least 6" above held.

4. Point tip into'corner at angle of 20°,

.about 20° from .top piece

5. Direct rod into puddle a aboUt.'40°

from torch angle.

6. Deposit rod in upper hal of puddle'

slightly above cone; velocity of

urning gases will assist in flowing

molten metal ormi,uppereime al piece.

SUGGESTED READING

Giachino, J. W.
Weeds, W.

Welding Skills and Practices

American Technical Society, 1976
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11.0 Basic Welding Applications

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: Student will demonstrate and execute basic trade skills

by completing a project to the satisfactiOn of thy instructor.''

INTRODUCTION: This instructional Unit provides stpdents.an opportuni to ,

practice techniques followed jn the Pacific Northwest; appropriate to hniques,

will have been- learned in previous topics.in this guide.

PRESENTATION,

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

11.1 -Welding a Barbecue Gril1=----1.

A.. Prepare Angle Irdn

1. Mark to letith; '2 pieces 20",

pieces. 23 ".

2. Cut to length using cutting tip:

3. tut lowerleg ends,a 45a angle.

4. Clean off slag.
I -

';B. Prepare,l/ir:Roun'd

1. Cut* pieces to 99'5/8'" length.
I

C. Assembly of Angle iron Frame

1. Set 4-pieces.to fOrm.rectangle.

.2. Tack weld at opposite _ orners-

3.. CheFk fdr&squareness.

4.. Welecorneri:

.4

Explain and-Oiscuss

Administet Project SheA
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'D. Attachment of Round Rod ,

-1. Mark angle iron frame at 1" intervals

on f-lint inside surfaces of 23" sides.

2. Place steel rod on marks and tack in

place. '

3. Weld rods in place.

4. Turn grill right side 'up and check,for

smoothneSsand rigidity.

E.' Additional Reinforcement (optional)

1. .Cut round stock at 22 5/8";

2: Mark placement ailing 20" side.

3. Rod should run perpendicular to grill

' surface rods on under side, tack in

place.
r.

4. .Weld rod in place\

r
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. 1. Barbecue Grill

..t
1 N

. -

WELDING PROJECT SHEET

The student will fabricate a barbecue grill s&fely and to industry-standards.

'EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Qom- acetylene setup

cutting' tip

#1 welding tip

pliers

goggles

soapstone or chalk

glomes'

fillerrod 1/8"

8' X Y angle iron

s34' or 400'1

1/4" smooth round steel or rebar

.4

4

,

k
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STEPS TO COMPLETION

1. Mark angle iron for cutting two pieces upper leg at 20 ".and two pieces upper
leg at 23"; lower (flat) leg cut at 45° angle.

2. Cut4'1th cutting tip.

3. Clean off slag.

4 4. MarVsmoottp round steel at 19 5/8".

Aleut 20 pieces.

,

'6. Set pieces of angle iron together to form rectangle, tack weld at each
oppidsite corner; check for-squareness.

7. Weld corners.

r.
,8. Mark 20 places at 1" intervals on flat inside surface of 23" sides.

9. Place steel rods on marks and tack each in O'lace.

4
10. Weld rods=in place..

11, Turn grill right side up and check or smoothness and rigidity.

Pi
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. . :FAS!e INVENTORY
Page 1

Combination Welder, --J. -.., _1 0,---

. Job Title
-41"

.... .

Charles R. Stevens .--It Analyst

INSTRUCTICNS.

List eachonanicktio and trilowled,je sill relatmq to the lob noted abov.
To the right of e.kl," tasks a sz.rs of columns slin.0 srec4,c questions
about the entfy leel, lore) frequency. "41,4,. of skill
involved. Place an "X'. in tech of eiso four categories opposite 'the task
description . , \`""

Entry
Level

[rye) of Frequency
031.culty

°Duty
No.

ask
No,,

0

lest Dertr,phon

L.
0
0

'vs

a
0 = o
O . > .11

o >
3
0

>

1

5.

6 ,

10

13

Ceneral.
Ide i y- Base Metal

Selettt proDerweAdiiig Machine origUtting___
e iment . .
Adj sIf uipment controls
ead,7.. ldiriscusAibais'

tontfect

Obtaie:a
Observe..

aching' o base metal
th.rect rotetti ve eauipmeRt

Pi-restaixameatq:
-fi tures and 11 ' S.

Read and ter i'et rin't d' if
re uiremen s

',Pedoripiglding or cutting per'print and/or
'supervisor's instructions.
C ear slaufrom:weldment

or _part
Ins e t work and repair when _needed
Troubleshoot' simple equipment prnhlems

x'

;t--0.*-

..1

r--

O

4



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

list each manipulative and knowledge skill relating to the sob noted above.

. page . 2

Combination Welder
Job Title`,

Charles R. Stevens
Analyst1

To

hout
involved.

description.

J,

.

the right of each task is a series of columns asking specific questions
Ass entry level, level of *difficulty. frequency, and type of skill

Entry
Levet

Level of .
afficulty

Frequency

Place. an "r in each of the four categories opposite the test

1

' 1

rn

..c

se

...0T

"0
.3-o

^.1

..0

;
0.
1
,6. .
et

9

C
:-.."

v
S,

= 6
> It.
0 >
e

.0

>
o.

4.

11

".
>
2,0

Duty
No.

Task
'No. Task Description

MI 0 .nua shielded metal-arc welding
IIII

X11100:1
MAI

......I

1 Id-ntif t e of baie metal "to be welded2 Select type of weldin. machineqiiiinatin.
current' or direct current -.---,

3 Select roer electrode for .. 11,- a. 1111111111111111.1111Welding machine
iniarlinaliriSet correct olarit on direct current -we ng machines
X . IRonnect welding machine

ground cable to base' IIIIIIII metal

dillaillia
riiiam
NM
X .111111011.11.

U10111111111111fl
1111

:111111111111

113111111ni

=WI

=II

1111

1111

ill

1111

111
rn

6 Read,and interpret welding symbols on%ir 1 drawin.
.

.

.4just welditig amperage,
.

Use roer protective
equipment for weldingMIN observe all safety rules' ,

11111
INN
IIIIII

111111

111111
111111111w
1111115,2.

1111111

lial
IIA

; U.
'111,1'1 P4rts in Ild.a.ing jigs nr
parts_togetherLprAzint._yield

gelpsit welds in weldment joints
Remove weld 'slag, and -Spater X

12
111111.13111111111111U
rill

MINIMice
111
11

w

.

re4elifsize .

ReMove weldment ftgm jjg,
, 'Gr na weld as-requIred by print°. .

.-I tyfi_orrect AL 1 -.

.

.
.

....

. .

_
....

...

.

.._...._

.

_

...
..

_
._...

,.-

_
_

.

._

...:_

.....

..

.

. .
.

_........._,

- --

_.....

.

.

.-
_

.:_t%
,.--

,_....

.

.
-_ -r,. . . .

,,,i .,. , .

2

-0
+so



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

Litt e4ch manipulative and kno.ledge sti:l relating to the lots noted aboue

To the right of each task is a of columns asking specific questions

about the entry keel, loud of o flicully frequency, and type of skill

involuted Place an "X.., in each of the four categories opposite the task

description,

'Ss

entry
Level

Page

CoMbination Welder
Job Title

Ncerles R. Stevens
Analyst

Duty Task
No. No.

Gas metal-arc welding
Identif base metal
Select type of power source
Select wire, drive and control x X
Select type and size welding gun
Determine ro er electrode
elect correct shielding gas

Obtain proper safety equipment

Load reel or spooled electrode on wire drive
Ins ect wire drive

Irolls for' correct siz
nge if re uired.

x
X

X

X

ect electrode conduit for correct size -
nee if required.

Inspect e ectrode contact tip far cord' t
size change if required$1

Insta
un

Feed electrode through drive 611s, conduit and X
contact tip. .

Ad'ust drive roll pressure
Se ure shieldin 'as bottle to welding machine' X
or wall

Connect lovpmeter'to gerbottle.
Adjot 'shtelding-gas flow rate.
Ids ect weldin sun coolant:
Connect ground cable to,weldment.*

Adjust electrode speed (amps)_
Adjust' load voltage;Wope_8( inductance con
Load _in jig_
Inter ret welding print- symbols and dimensional
re uirement.

011iel'l

Clean weld s tter fr m I X

Re 'lace worn contact tube.

Re' ace damaged gas nozzle*.

Clean weldment,,

Grind and repaiv welds.



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and knowledge' skill relating to the job noted above.

Pop 4

td
Combination We4er

Job Title

Charles R. Stevens

Analyst
.

. %

To the right of each task is a series of columns asking specific questions

about the entry level, level of difficulty, frequency, and -typo of still
Entry
Level-

Level of
Difficulty

,
Frequency

involved. Place an "X" in each of the four Categories opposite the task

description.

4.0"

?
m
.

4

4

0
-4-

a-
,

m

-.

K

a.
..,

i;

In

e.=

9
o
c
3

t>.

-"

>
3

3-.

61

9
c
3.

Duty
No.

Task
No

.. Task Description

4 0 Gas Tungsten - Arc Weldirr--------------

. NNWTWO1 -

.3

Identif base metal

Select orrect type an. size e ec ro.e
Se ect correct type s ie sing gas

. 4 Select correct size Shielding gas cup
. --K gill

X5 Install electrode and gas cUp.on electrode

holder

_,..,,,
x IIIILI

iii

6 Adjust po on o e ectro e p e en o gas

cup.

pia 7 Secure shielding gas bottle to machine:or wa
mountins. it IIIAWE onnec owmeter to s ie sing gas .0 e. MIN

1011 Aeust shielding_gas flow rate _ ;'' X

. 10 Select correct t se Of'weldins current on X X X

we ding machine.
.

Determine correct we sing mac ine pa arity X X .

for base metal.

Position-welding machine polarity switch to X X . X

correcrsetting. .

DeterMitte correct amperage -- setting for base X r

111
11111111111111

metal ttiCkness and electrode size.

EMI
Ad ust we ding' machide amperage 'Control. X

Adjust shielding gas preflOw and postjlow X X
timer contro1s.,1

-theet high freguenby current switch to -t

correct position. . --

17 Adjust high frequency current intensityftontrol. X X

18 .Inspect electrode holder coolant. X X

A

II

19 Connect grOund cable' to- weldthent. , X X

20 obtain and use correct safety equipment. X

X Mx

_

-_-

..__

X

.

/1 nteroret welding. print symbols aril dimensional

111111

J.re.uirements.
,

Determine and obtain correct welding_rod.
.

Form tork't elettrode ti". confisuration.

ft/ 24

25

1.. ousel-, .. 1 .

,-_

.X

_ _
.

Clean Joint with-wire brush, '
,A

26 Position electrode hOlder to joint.
Initiate welding arc on joint. :'

Adjust `remote' amperage control for correct _we;
.

28

111111

Puddlsw ; .

29 Moire ileetrode along'Ibiont and fe-d wel .1 . red. X_

manziance
-

liormil
to, fo , l' .sere be. 1.

lVq71195

1-

se



TASK "INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and Eric...ledge-skill relating to the job noted above.
To the right of each task is a series of columns asking specific questions
about the entry level, love) of difficulty, frequency, and, type of stiff
involved. Place an "X- in each of tho four calegorieropposite the task

I t

Page 5

Combination Welder

Job Title

Analyst,

Entry Level of
Level Difficulty

Frequency

description. I)
Tv,

Duty Task o task DescriptionNo. No.-,

4 'rotect mo "lten weld crater with post flow
X

32

rn in D. G i

C 40 3..
> in

3 >3
D. 0

3
c 3 c.. o 3

I C .
3. e

shielding gas.

Clean welded joint.
X X33 Remove weidment from jig.

X X X64 Inspect deposited welds.
Repair welds as required.

X X

O

r

I.

a.

1_81

7

O
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e

TASK INVENTORY
Pige

(Combination Welder
Job Tale

INSTRUCTIONS:

'List aids manipulative and km:ledge skill relating tothe job not above,
To the right of each task it a series. of columns asking specific questions
aboulNirr entry level. love! of difficulty. frequency. and\ type of skill
involved. Place an "X" in each of tho four 'categories opposite the Iasi
description.

Charles R. Stevens

Analyst

Entry Level of FrequencY .
Level Patios ty

Duty .,Task
Task DescriptionNo. No.

m
3 ,r t q `3"

0 0
' 9.'4 0

0,o.
......

it > 4 , >
34
0 > 2
C 3
2 -4. 0

".2
C
a.

5 0 Oxy-Fue
1 _ _Identify base-metal.
2 Select correct filler metal. .

.P Secure oxygen'bottle in cart or to wall
..bracket.

4 Secure fuel gas tank in cart or to wall 0 X. Xbracket.

Gdt Weldin

X
XX .

'X

X

5 Observe all safety rules for handling bottled Xcompressed gasses.
6 . 1-1

. . 'A supply ,X7 Attach fue gas regulator to fuel gassuppll X X X°8 Attach oxygen and fuel gas hoses to regulators L. °...X.. X9 Select.correq welding torch body, X__ X10 Connect oxygen and fuelgas hoses to-welding I_ 4.L 4.........2-,.-torch body.
11 .Select correct welding tip.

41t. X X. X-12 Attach welding tip to torch body. X X X

. .

° 13 Use correct sequence to turn.pn.qas supply to )( X Xwelding torch.
14 Inspect all fittings for leaks

X15 Obtain correct protective and safety equipment. X X16 Interpret welding sYmbpls and weldment print
requirements.

17 Clean joint surfaces.
18 Load parts in welding-jig.
19 Adjust regulators for correct pressures. X
20 Use correct procedu're to ignite welding flame. X
1 Adjust welding flame for base metes hd weldin2_X

ptroc ess

'22 Use correct torch Maniiplation to form welded
joint.

23 Add filler metal to form correct weld bead
contour

24 Deposit
25 Use correct sequence to tvn off welding flame.'
26 Clean welds
27 Inspect welds.
28 'Repair welds as needed.
29. Remove weldment from j:y.
30 Use correct sequence to shut down the welding

' equipment.

1D2 .

X

.0111.1,14....



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulatis and knowledge skill reliting to the job noted above.

Page 7

COmbination Welder
Job Title

Charles R. Stevens
Analyst

..
,

.

.

.

To the tight of each task is a series of columfti asking specific questions
-

about the entry level, lovel of difficulty, frequency. end iypkiof still

Entry,
Level

Level of
Difficulty

Frequency

involved. Place en "X" in each of the four categories opposite the task
.

description. - .

)

m

.< -4
-

e

o
cr

r
a
0,

,,,

6
=
>
o

..

e
0
>
3
o
C

-2.

o
ot
>
3

2

Duty
o.

Task
No.

- Task Description

6 0 Manual Oxygen Cutting .

Identif metal to be cut.
IIII ,

X

=III
X

1

Secure as bottles to cart or wall bradket.

X Jill
lEI /

X3 MITEMIffirnia7=1-rWrigariVIM om-

ME presses gas cylindor
X.

Milli
X niII X

111

III

MI Attach regulators to ue gas an oxygen

cylinders ,

.

'5 Select correct cutting torch-body.

III X

X

Connect gA hoses to regUlators and torch

bod .4*
7 Select correct cuttine tie. --:

.

X X

III X8 I 1 u ewe X

Attach cutting tip to torch body.

111

10 Use correct erocedure to'turn on eas sU 1

I
olcu ing' ore .

111 1
111111

11 Inspect'all connections for gas leaks.

12 ', Obtain a la I a
.

equipment. , -
III13 Interpret and follow cutting_ procedure X X . X

instructions.
.

14 , Ad'ost re blators for o ect pressures. III

15 Use correct ere edure_to ignite torch X X

reheat flame.*
Open cutting oxygen valve and readjust pre-

. heat flame if needed.

I

.

, 'Position torch to ed e Of plate to be cut.

L-18, Preheat ed if .

19 Open cutting oxygen valve and.5tart cut,
III

11111
'--

20 Traver ° torch along_line on plate' for cuttin .

X

A.

X.

__
_

__

__

__

____.L.

____
__:.U..

__ X_

X_..

-
---

Complete cut and close cutting oxygen valve.

Use correct rocedure to t r fr
flame. -2: - .

Use correct a roved .
o p a .X

Reffiove sla. from -. s ". -''-..- ___

.

, .
.

.

_ ._ _____

--
--

. .

.
. :.

,

O

4



TASK INVENTORY,

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and knowlectge skill relating to A. job noted above.

Page 8

Combinatidia Welder

Job Title

Charles R. Stevens
AnalystIa.

Q

To the riglif of each task is a
.rseries of columns asking specific questions

about the entry level, level of difficulty, frequency, and type of skill
Entry

' Level
Level of

Difficulty
Frequency

involved. 'Place an "X" in each of the four categories opposite the task
description,

. .
.

ma. 0
a

o-

"
cr

..

m*.1

.

-

K.0
0a.

ia
a

.

n
1.

(11
36

>
0c
.i.

>
3I
>g
0
C
0.

.

0
-

L'Lj
3

c
3.'

Duty
no.

Task
No. Task Description

.

7 0 _ Air carbon arc'cutting

X ,
1 Identify base metal

Select correct power source .

3 Select correct type & size electrode
....X _X4

,.X

Select correctopolarity when using D.C. type 1X
power source

'
.

5 Obtain proper safety & protective equipment
6 ConnAct ground cable to base metal X X7 Connect compressed air source to carbon arc'

electrode holder 4

8
_.,X

Connect,carbon arc torch to power source
/X X

9 , t

*Interpret cutting Procedure instructions_ r X X X,10 Insert electrode in electrode holder X X11 Adiustpoxlier source amperage control for
correct setting .

A X . X12 . Open electrodeholder-compressed air valve X X .9 -X13 Contact electrode tip to base metal to initiate
cutting arc 1 ,x x x14 Co'mplete cut

X X ii.
'

X15 Close compressed air valve X X X16 rRemove'slag from severed or groove 'edges
A FX x

. .
.

0
. ,:--.

. .

"

. ,
,,,

.1

.

. .

. .
.

.. .

. c h
-

rs

'h "

. (i . .
A'..t */ ..

sV

41


